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WELCOME MESSAGE

It is my great pleasure to introduce you this brochure presenting our concrete initiatives within our
FINA Development Programme.
Over the years, FINA has devoted an increased amount of work and resources into this fundamental
project, aimed at raising the progress of our Aquatic disciplines in the five continents.
The beneficiaries of this successful strategy are our 204 National Federations, and their respective
athletes, coaches and officials. The improvement of the technical knowledge, together with a very
methodological approach of theoretical and practical tools has conducted to a raise in the
performances, leading to a more harmonious Aquatic level at global scale.
It is now evident that a growing number of countries and athletes take part in our competitions, and
that more National Federations also get their best competitors to podium positions; this is one of the
most visible results of these Development Programmes.
The legacy they provide and the local and national effect they generate are guarantees that our effort
is fruitful and that we must continue working towards creating a world where Aquatics is a serious
option for the youth.
In this brochure, you will find all the specific programmes that FINA has launched and developed, and
the reach they may have in our National Federations’ progress.
As the world governing body, FINA is not only responsible for the elite in Aquatics. We must create the
conditions for the Stars to shine and provide the necessary platforms for our Members in the five
continents to achieve better results.
I take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to all our National Federations for their
continuous support and devotion to our Sport.
I also thank all those – lecturers and technical experts – who are able to share their experience and
exchange their views with all those aiming at making Aquatics even stronger and more important in
the world!
I wish you all plenty of success in your activities!

Dr. Julio C. Maglione
FINA President
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Chapter 1.1 – Developing mission, vision and values
Benefits of this chapter
As any athlete will tell you, success starts with a dream – a goal to reach for, an objective to
accomplish, something to aspire to. For an aquatics federation, the dream is found in your mission,
vision and values.
A mission statement expresses your federation’s goals and overall purpose. In other words, it is the
foundation for the future. For that reason, it is important to consider both present and future ambitions
when developing your mission statement.
Your mission is the springboard for your vision, which describes what your organisation will look like in
day-to-day operations. Your federation’s values represent the core priorities in your organisation.
Together, mission, vision and values are the basis for your future success as an aquatics federation.
But first you must have goals - you must have a dream!

Introduction
Developing a mission, vision and values can be both challenging and inspiring. As with any
organisational endeavour, dedication is required to create formal processes and methods for abiding
by them. The process may take time and patience, but the benefits are well worth all your efforts.
Devising a plan for your federation allows you to assess your immediate goals, resources and
environment, while giving you liberty to dream for the future. Keep in mind that these dreams must be
realistic – a swimmer never breaks a world record his first time off the blocks!
Remember that the aim of mission, vision and values is to grow as a federation. So ask yourself three
critical questions:




Who are we?
What do we want to achieve?
How can we achieve this?

Think about it. A strong foundation can promote unity within your aquatics federation, organise your
allocated resources and grow your federation into the future.

Getting started
While every aquatics federation has multiple areas of focus – events, administration, development,
etc. – one thing is clear. Each federation needs an effective, powerful mission statement before
moving forward.
A mission statement is a critical component for any organisation. It is a fundamental step when
deciding what you want your goals to be and how you want to develop your federation. It is the
difference between being another typical “non-profit” or becoming a streamlined, effective aquatics
federation with a professional approach.
The start of any plan begins with figuring out exactly what your purpose is, where you are today,
where you want to be tomorrow and how you want to get there.
The whole process is a gradual one. It begins by analysing your current situation and defining your
objectives with a mission statement, vision and values.
Once you have these in place, you can dive in and move your federation forward!
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Developing a mission
A mission statement provides a guideline for you and your members. It states the reasons why your
organisation exists and is an important piece of the puzzle as you develop your federation.
A strong, effective mission statement serves the following four purposes:
1) Promotes unity - A clear, well-written mission statement can get the support of the entire
federation. Having a mission statement that everyone believes in will foster a sense of unity.
2) Allocates resources – Most federations have limited resources – financial, human, etc.
Determining how to allocate them can lead to difficult decisions. With a clear mission
statement in place, linking those hard choices to your mission can make your reasoning and
your decisions defendable.
3) Provides foundation for growth – Every federation needs a guideline to reference. A mission
statement will be the first step your organisation will need to create growth in the later stages
of strategic development.
4) Creates culture- Your mission statement can set the standard within your federation. While it
can be difficult to gain full acceptance at the beginning, establishing criteria can help your
members feel committed to a common cause in the long-run.
A strong, effective mission statement features the following four characteristics:
1) Identifiable – A mission statement should be one with which your members can identify. It
should be the statement that inspires future success and from which important decisions can
be made.
2) Applicable – A mission statement should be a practical tool that allows your members to feel
like they are part of your federation. It should be something that can speak to your members in
their day-to-day activities.
3) Measurable– No matter their position in your federation, your members and staff should be
able to measure their performance against your mission statement. Your mission statement
should be able to be quantified.
4) Valuable – Your mission statement can set you apart from other sporting federations in your
respective country and give you a competitive advantage. Look around and measure the
competition in your region in terms of sponsorship, volunteers, etc.
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Great examples of mission statements are those from USA Swimming and British Swimming:
USA Swimming
USA Swimming is the National Governing Body for the sport of Swimming. We administer competitive
swimming in accordance with the Amateur Sports Act. We provide programs and services for our
members, supporters, affiliates and the interested public. We value these members of the swimming
community, and the staff and volunteers who serve them. We are committed to excellence and the
improvement of our sport.
British Swimming
In partnership with the key stakeholders High Performance Swimming shall deliver a comprehensive
training and competition programme of the highest professional standards for world class athletes and
their coaches with the objectives of maximising performance outcomes at the London 2012 Olympic
Games and building a sustainable legacy for the sport in the future.

Developing a vision
A vision is a statement that communicates the long-term outlook of your federation. It defines what
you want your organisation to become while taking into consideration the purpose and core values
from within your federation. It is what inspires your members to reach their full potential.
A strong, effective vision statement serves the following four purposes:
1) Establishes direction – A vision identifies the direction you want your federation to go. It
provides continuity and commitment toward building a future.
2) Determines environment – A vision statement builds loyalty among your members by getting
them involved. It encourages open communication and creative solutions. It also promotes
interest and focus for the future.
3) Empowers federations – A vision should stretch the organisation’s capabilities and image of
itself. It gives shape and direction to the organisation’s future.
4) Creates cohesiveness - It should resonate with all members of the organisation and help them
feel proud, excited, and part of something much bigger than themselves.
A strong, effective vision statement features the following four characteristics:
1) Motivating – A vision statement creates opportunities for members to become leaders. It
allows members to think creatively and think of unique opportunities to achieve future
successes.
2) Powerful – A vision statement is a strong message that empowers your members to believe
that what they do day-to-day is part of greater benefits and success to come.
3) Captivating – A vision statement is memorable and gets your members’ to take notice and
start thinking about the future.
4) Effective – A vision statement can be used throughout your federation as a reminder on a
daily basis. It is simple and can serve as an inspirational reminder for all who read it.
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Taking another look at USA Swimming and British Swimming, both provide good examples of
vision statements:
USA Swimming
To inspire and enable our members to achieve excellence in the sport of swimming and in life.
British Swimming
A vision for swimming - Our Vision is to ensure everyone has the opportunity to participate in
swimming at whatever level they choose throughout their life. Our programmes will be underpinned by
strong values and delivered by a committed, well trained workforce in facilities which meet the needs
of all.

Developing values
Core values establish the foundation of your federation’s culture. Defining these values can help
motivate your members on a daily basis. The right values are a great tool to inspire positive behaviour
and generate a positive working environment.
Strong values serve the following five purposes:
1) Create a base – Values set goals for a federation and guide decision-making. They are an
essential starting point.
2) Establish positive identity – Positive core values help your members identify themselves with
your federation. They build loyalty with your members through involvement and promote
common interest.
3) Provide open environment – Values should provide members with the opportunity to reflect
and have open discussions. Creating an open and safe environment lets members feel they
have an open channel for communication and are encouraged to think of creative solutions for
the future.
4) Reflect integrity - Values should reflect the integrity and respect that your federation has for
itself and its members.
5) Provide consistency – Without consistent application of your federation’s core values,
members won’t know what to expect from you from one day to the next.
Strong values feature the following four characteristics:
1) Compelling – Values are what your federation believes in, which will determine how your
members perceive you. Values should inspire passion and convey emotion.
2) Declaring – Values define what you stand for. They tell your members how you will help them
now and in the future.
3) Setting priorities – Values indicate the priorities of your federation and what the federation
believes are the most important aspects of the organisation.
4) Consistent – Values should remain consistent. Whether your federation is well-established or
just getting off the blocks, your values should be consistent and transferable from one stage of
development to the next.
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Useful tips
Things to avoid when developing your mission, vision and values:
Mission


Vision

Closed mindedness - Collaborate with your members and seek their input
Disorder - Review your mission to make sure it flows and represents all relevant components
important to your federation

 Short-term thinking – Thinking long-term promotes commitment
 Traditional thinking – Thinking “outside the box” encourages open and creative solutions
Values



Uncertain statements – Use powerful expressions to assert your beliefs
Negative tone – Everyone wants to be associated with a positive and encouraging message
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Chapter 1.2 - A strategic plan for a National Federation
The benefits of this chapter

Your strategy creates your success
Finding the right strategy is essential when developing a structure within your National Federation.
Like an athlete, each federation must determine its own goals, use the right techniques and swim
forward toward the finish.
Taking a closer look at this analogy, swimming toward the finish is your structure; this is how you put
your goals into action. While it is important to always keep in mind the finish line, it is equally important
to understand the path which leads you there. In order to get there, you must first take a closer look at
the goals and the techniques you are using.
You have already taken the time to think about what inspires your federation through the development
of your mission, vision and values. Your strong and powerful message can put into motion your
strategy and motivate your staff to achieve these goals. Make sure that each goal is measurable and
achievable. And remember, a good structure follows a solid strategy.

Introduction
Implementing change of any kind requires a solid strategy (the plan for the future) and a sound
structure (the way of deploying resources both human and financial - across your aquatics federation
in order to deliver the strategy).
That is why it is essential for your aquatics federation to remember that structure must follow strategy
– not the other way around. There is no single structure for a federation to use when organising itself–
it all depends on the strategy that shows where to go and how to get there. The strategy must guide
the structure. At times the focus is too much on structure and not enough on strategy.
So put the discussion about structure on hold until your federation has worked out a strategy: a plan or
roadmap outlining your main objectives and the way to achieve them. A water-polo or synchronised
swimming team without a game plan cannot achieve top results in the pool. This is equally true for
aquatics federations looking to improve organisational structure, management and development out of
the water.

Getting started
The start of any plan begins with figuring out exactly where you are today, where you want to be
tomorrow and how you want to get there.
The whole process is continuous; from analysing your current situation and setting objectives for the
future, to mapping out the actions needed to achieve those objectives and evaluating progress toward
them to make analyses of the new current situation.
It is a circle that should never stop turning. As soon as goals are achieved, new ones should be
created.
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Benefits
A guideline for strategic planning not only creates a pathway from which to evaluate a federation’s
progress; it also creates a range of additional benefits associated with the strategy development
process. These benefits include the following four examples:
These benefits include the following four examples:
1) Delivers motivation to both staff and members – The development of a roadmap for the future
of your federation creates energy and clarifies the priorities in an often political and less
focused environment.
2) Depicts the vision – Most federations have outlined nicely formulated visions. However,
sometimes these messages run the risk of being seen as too distant in the day-to-day work of
the organisation; the strategy brings the vision to life.
3) Demonstrates leadership – Leaders in National Federations can easily get dragged into
operational details, but strategy development is really what leaders are elected to do. By
focusing on this, they send a clear signal about leadership.
4) Duplicates a sponsor’s business plan – Corporations operate with business plans based on a
business strategy. When approaching a corporation with the aim of securing a sponsorship
deal, your National Federation needs to appear as a serious partner with strategies and plans
in place.

Five core elements of strategy formulation
When formulating a plan for the future of your federation, the key word is strategy. A strategy must be
the result of a strategic process similar to the development of a business strategy for a corporation.
The outcome will of course be different, but your inspiration for formulating your strategy should come
from the corporate world since they have very good experience and have formulated several models.
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The most useful model is the Strategy Diamond. It lets you focus on five main areas by answering five
questions:
1. Where will we focus our attention? (Arenas)
2. How will we get there? (Vehicles)
3. What will be our speed and sequence of moves? (Staging)
4. How will we win? (Differentiators)
5. How will we obtain our returns? (Economic logic)

1. Where will we focus our attention? (Arenas)
Which “arenas” within our federation are priorities? Answering the first diamond question will help to
clarify scope, focus and objectives.



How comprehensive will our strategy be and where should we be most active?
What should be our focus in terms of objectives: building our brand, securing sponsorship
and/or sport development or something else?

Keeping focus, making key selections and at times leaving things out are important elements of any
strategy. Formulating a strategy is about the choices.
2. How will we get there? (Vehicles)
After the scope, focus and objectives have been formulated as part of answering question 1, the next
step will be to identify the “vehicles.” For a National Federation’s strategy, this mainly means deciding
which departments should be targeted:




Events, grassroots or elite competition? Which mix of events will provide the most effective
way forward?
Which internal departments should be priority?
Member services – coaches, officials and sponsors – which should be the focus?
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The criteria developed in the selection process will be an important outcome of answering question 2.
The carefully crafted set of selection criteria will provide your federation with strong, strategicallybased arguments for putting emphasis on certain areas.
3. What will be our speed and sequence of moves? (Staging)
After having clarified the “Arenas” and the “Vehicles”, the answer to question 3 will determine how to
activate your strategy in terms of putting together a timeline and setting the direction for your overall
approach for implementation.
When developing your federation’s strategy with up to a ten year time frame, it is crucial to have a
clear idea of the “Staging” in order to create synergy over the years by building from one focus to
another. Your federation can choose between two main approaches:


A bottom-up strategy where the idea is to focus on a range of smaller initiatives during the first
years in order to gain experience and recognition among your members. Then, after
successfully accomplishing these goals, your federation can aim for medium sized initiatives
and finally launch an attempt to implement a large initiative like an all-around strategic plan
that covers all departments and disciplines. A bottom-up approach makes sense if your
federation is relatively small or just beginning to build its strategic plan. In general the bottomup approach is a meaningful and logical step-by-step process to creating your strategy.



The basic of idea of a top-down strategy focuses on your federation’s decision as to which
major transformation it wants to achieve over the next 10+ years, then deciding which
medium-sized initiatives you want to achieve in the next 5-9 years, and then deciding which
smaller initiatives you want to achieve over the coming 1-3 years. The idea is to “begin with
the end in mind” both in terms of planning and – more important – in terms of communication
internally and externally. By announcing your ambitions of wanting to instil a new long-term
strategy, your federation positions itself very clearly and will have the chance to take a shortcut in terms of getting acknowledgement from peers.

A mix of the two approaches is obviously also an option. The important factor regarding “Staging” in
the strategy formulation process is to be able to determine the way forward at least for a five-year
period.
4. How will we win? (Differentiators)
Luckily your federation is the only aquatics federation in your country; however, other sports
federations both new and old are coming into the market. With a larger number of sports of interest
entering your sporting world, resources can soon become scarce.
As in any competitive market, being different from competitors is one of the keys to success and the
notion of differentiators is a core element to any strategy. So how can an ambitious federation be
different? The following questions will help determine ways to create differentiation:
 Will your strategic plan and overall approach be different – like choosing a top-down approach
if most competitors apply a bottom-up approach?
 Can your communication and marketing activities provide differentiation?
 Or does your internal set-up and structure offer an opportunity for being different?
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There are differentiators to consider depending on the answers to the questions 1-3. It crucial to
include some in order to gain a competitive advantage.
5. How will we obtain our returns? (Economic Logic)
The last “Diamond Strategy” question may not be the most exciting, but it still needs to be answered
clearly and convincingly when developing your comprehensive strategy. It links back to question 1 and
the objectives of your plan because in order to successfully implement a strategy, investments are
needed and often costs will occur before benefits. That is why it must be part of any strategy to
identify, outline and clearly explain how both costs and benefits will develop over the chosen period.
Any strategy must include a financial factor that must be able to be explained to your members. This
doesn’t mean that you must be making a profit in the strict financial sense (most plans don’t) but the
overall “economic logic” must be identified and highlighted – and if it is not there, the strategy is not
worth implementing.

The overview on strategy
Simplifying expressions related to strategic planning in your organisation can be set into three core
elements:
Focus – a strategy must provide a focus for your federation. It must clarify what the organisation will
do and will not do; strategy is about making choices.
Differentiation – a strategy must outline what your federation wants to do differently; different from
what it used to do and differential from its competitors (other national sporting federations).
A compelling tag-line – A slogan that explains in a few strong words the focus and the differentiation of
your federation. A good strategy only works if it can be easily communicated and understood.
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Useful tips
Strategic planning is not about:


Setting unrealistic goals – make sure that your goals are attainable, this will keep you and
your members motivated!



A one-off job – the process is on-going as the planning cycle indicates



Just talking – even though strategic planning requires a lot of talking, that is only the first step



A guarantee for action – one thing is the plan; it must be followed by a solid process of
implementation and actions to deliver results
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Chapter 1.3 – New ideas on strategic planning
benefits of this chapter
Bring out your best ideas with a solid strategy
In order to inspire your staff and members you must be able to communicate your ideas in a clear and
effective way. This means having a clear and solid strategy.
This chapter helps to clarify the language of strategy to help you organise and clarify the message and
direction of your National aquatics Federation. It further looks into a new concept which can be useful
for many federations as a base for motivation.
Once you have a clear path, you can then begin to set the direction for your aquatics future and
inspire those around you.

Introduction
Too often we hear various objections when there is talk about developing or adjusting a strategic plan
within a federation. The lack of interest in the new plan and less than stellar results achieved from the
change in strategy are most of the time due to the fact that the idea or message is not well
communicated and therefore misunderstood by many.
The lack of understanding why these new concepts should be implemented drives fear and resistance.
Telling your staff and members what you are doing – by implementing a new aquatics strategic plan –
may not be the message they need to hear. As leaders of your federation, you must in the first place
create awareness of why you need change and be able to communicate this in a positive manner.
By customising the explanation of your new plan in the right way with the right tools, you can get
everyone on board to implement your new aquatics vision.

Strategic terminology – learning the language
Various buzz words and expressions are used often when talking about strategy and they can mean
different things to different people. This is why it is important to ensure that everyone is on the same
page.
Too often confusion and misinterpretation regarding the purpose of your new concept are the top
reasons why some people can’t see the overall picture of your new strategic plan. It is vital that
everyone – management, staff, members, etc. – is speaking the same language so that your
federation can move forward cohesively.
Here are some clarifications and simplifications of strategy terminology:


Strategic planning is focused on what to do to reach your objectives while operational planning
is about how to do it by who and by when.



Effectiveness is based on your strategic planning and can then be defined as doing the right
things, while efficiency will be achieved through your operational planning and is a measure of
how things are done well.



The strategy of your organisation will be measured in terms of effectiveness while the
structure is focused on your efficiency.
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New thinking on strategy
There are many new thoughts on strategy that come from the corporate world, which can be easily
transferred to the sports world. The so-called “Blue Ocean Strategy” is one strategy which could
provide interesting inspiration for your federation.
The basic idea is that most federations are operating in the “red ocean” where the sports industry
boundaries are defined and accepted. Here your federation is trying to outperform your “rivals” (other
sporting federations) to grab a greater share of existing demand. As the market space gets more and
more crowded, the opportunities for profits and growth are reduced. All federations become more or
less the same in the eyes of potential consumers, and the cutthroat competition turns the red ocean
bloody.
The “Blue Ocean”, by contrast, is defined by a market space which is untouched, and where the
demand for your sport is created and the opportunity for development and growth is open. While blue
oceans are occasionally created beyond existing industry or sporting culture limits, most are actually
created by expanding existing industry boundaries.
The idea behind creating demand is turning non-customers into customers instead of continuously
competing within restricted and already defined markets, this is the central idea of “Blue Ocean
Strategy.” And also what should be of great interest to your federation.
Often federations end up focusing on the same issues and come up with the same suggested
solutions: increase media coverage, raise spectator attendance for the events, make events more
spectator and TV friendly, develop stars to attract a wider audience, etc.
The problem here is that you and all the other sporting federations are striving for the same type of
spectators, the same media, the same sponsors. The result is obviously throat-cutting competition in
the red ocean. This is basically why bigger federations tend to always win the competition and
continue to grow. What is left of the market goes towards specialised sports peaking interest within the
region.
Are there ways for your federation to gain some market space? Developing a “Blue Ocean Strategy”
could be a way forward – but how to do it? For detailed guidelines the “Blue Ocean Strategy” should
be studied in detail, but in essence, it is a two-step process:


The first step is to look at your market where you are currently active and competing with other
sports or events. Are there any commonalities that current spectators and
supporters/participants are seeking from your sport? If so, what are these commonalities? And
Are there some common elements? If yes, the key will be to identify new segments that could
be attracted by these common elements – someone currently not being approached by your
sport or by competitors. These groups of non-customers could become the new customers,
fans or participants.



The second step in developing a “Blue Ocean Strategy” is to make your current offer attractive
to these new groups. There must be a reason why they have felt attracted so far. In order to
attract these new customers to the sport or event, the perceived value needs to be increased
and the costs of joining should be lowered – preferably at the same time!
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In order to obtain this and break the value-cost trade off, changes and improvement must
happen on two fronts:
1. Costs must be reduced by eliminating propositions that new customers don’t really care about
and by reducing other offers that are not important to new customers.
2. Values (for the new customers) must be increased by creating new elements to the sport or
event and by raising the level of other elements that are considered attractive to new
customers.

Useful tips
Helpful tips to remember when implementing new ideas:


Some changes can cause emotional and heated discussion at first, but if explained clearly,
they can turn out to be key drivers in future successes.



Reaching out to a completely new group of customers can be scary, but if your strategy is
strong this can have a bigger pay off in the end.



Creating something new - a new product or new disciplines – can raise the overall level of
your sport. But make sure to work with your continental and international federations to gain
support and grow the sport together.
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Chapter 1.4 – The financial plan
The benefits of this chapter
Making sense of your finances
Finances are the lifeline of any sporting organisation. Without a general understanding of them, your
federation will not be able to survive.
Good bookkeeping is essential not only from an internal point of view, but also from an external one.
Being able to report your financial management keeps your leaders aware of your internal financial
balances and maintains good relations when dealing with FINA and other external parties.
If you plan the financial aspects of your federation accurately, you will be able to track your day-to-day
actions and implement a long-term development plan to ensure that revenues are accounted for and
your federation can start to grow and just as importantly start to win.
This chapter will explain the basics of what your federation should know in order to function smoothly
from a financial point of view. Keeping your financial records balanced can help you plan for your
aquatics future.

Introduction
Good finances are the key to running a healthy federation. For this reason it is important that your
federation has a basic understanding in financial management.
This section will give your federation the tools it needs to make informed decisions for the success of
your future. Just like in a water-polo match or diving competition, a score is kept to determine a
winner. In terms of your finances, you must also keep score. Being informed of your financial gains
and losses is the only way to know if you are keeping up with the competition or competitors.
But before you start to compete, you must first learn the right techniques. Basic skills in financial
management start with cash management and bookkeeping processes.

Accounting system
The goal of an accounting system is to ensure that financial data are properly recorded and that
financial reports are easily accessible. An accounting system has two main parts - accounting records
(check-books, journals, ledgers, etc.) and processes and procedures assigned to staff, volunteers,
and/or outside professionals.

Components of your accounting system
Traditionally, the accounting system should include the following four components:
1. Accounts and chart of accounts
Each transaction should be recorded and assigned to a category or account.
Each account should be associated with a number of filing purposes.
A chart of accounts is a listing of all the accounts in your general ledger. It will tell you what account
number should be used when entering a transaction. The accounting system of your aquatics
federation can have its own chart system with different account numbers, as long as the system
remains consistent within your organisation.
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The chart usually has five areas:
1. Assets accounts
2. Liabilities accounts
3. Equity accounts
4. Revenues accounts
5. Expenses accounts
The account numbers should depend on the particular kind of revenue and expenses you expect to
have most frequently. (Please refer to the example in Annex A)
2. Journals and subsidiary journals
Journals, also called the original point of entry, are used to systematically record all accounting
transactions before they are entered into the general ledger. Journals organise information
chronologically and by transaction type (receipts, disbursements, other). For example, you have
ordered the warm-ups of your national swim team, the payment of this order must be recorded in your
financial journal.
There are three primary journals:




The Cash Disbursement Journal: a chronological record of checks that are written and
categorised using the chart of accounts, i.e.: The purchase of the national team warm-ups.
The Cash Receipts Journal: a chronological record of all deposits that are made, categorised
using the chart of accounts, i.e.: Funding which you have acquired from your National Olympic
Committee, FINA or Olympic Solidarity.
The General Journal: a record of all transactions which do not pass through the check-book,
including non-cash transactions (such as accrual entries and depreciation) and corrections to
previous journal entries, i.e.: Depreciation of timing equipment used by your national teams.

As your aquatics federation matures and handles greater numbers of financial transactions, you may
develop subsidiary journals to break out certain kinds of activities from the primary journals noted
above.
The most common examples of subsidiary journals include:



The Payroll Journal: records all payroll-related transactions. This may be useful as the number
of payroll transactions within your federation grows and becomes too large to handle
reasonably within the cash disbursements journal.
The Accounts Payable Journal and Accounts Receivable Journal: tracks income and expense
accruals. These are useful for grouping income and/or expense accruals which are too
numerous to track effectively through the general journal. Some accounting packages require
you to set up all bills as accounts payable and all revenue as accounts receivable, eliminating
the cash disbursements and receipts journals altogether. This may be a suitable way to keep
your federations debit and credit accounts in check as you expand and become more
successful.

The process of transferring information from the journals to the general ledger is called posting.
3. General ledgers
The general ledger organises information by account and usually includes accounts for items such as
current assets, fixed assets, liabilities, revenues, expenses, etc. The general ledger is divided into two
columns – left and right. The left hand lists all debit transactions such as purchasing equipment for
your national teams, and the right-hand side lists all credit transactions such as receiving funds from
your governmental partners. The chart of accounts acts as the table of contents to the general ledger.
In a manual system, summary totals from all of the journals are entered into the general ledger each
month, which maintains a year-to-date balance for each account.
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In a computerised system, data is typically entered into the system only once. Once the entry has
been approved by the user, the software includes the information in all reports in which the relevant
account number appears. Many software packages allow the user to produce a general ledger which
shows each transaction included in the balance of each account.
4. Check-book
In very small federations (with few deposits and disbursements), the check-book may serve as a
combined ledger and journal. Most financial transactions will pass through the check-book, where
receipts are deposited and from which disbursements are made. Smaller federations find it easier to
keep track of financial activity by running all of their financial transactions through a single checking
account.
If you find that your aquatics federation has limited accounting expertise, you may choose to
outsource your bookkeeping activity.

Budget
A budget is an estimate of income and expenditure, usually for the coming year.
Before writing a budget, it is important to clarify the goals and objectives of your federation (or refer
back to them). This planning process will help to focus the proposed expenditures on items which
have been identified as being high priority.
Budget amounts are usually divided into major categories, for example:






Fix costs (rent, electricity, etc)
Costs of recurring activities (meetings, training, competitions, etc.)
Costs of various programmes (coaches, referees, etc.)
Office supplies
Salaries, benefits

In addition, you need to consider the likely sources of income for the year and to develop a realistic
plan for obtaining this money. Compare the possible revenue with your projected costs. Be careful not
to overestimate the income and underestimate your spending. If you can raise more money than you
propose to spend, think about how you might make extra expenditures. For guidance, you should refer
back to the priorities you stated in your strategic plan.
It is good to continuously compare your planned aquatics revenues and expenses to your actual
revenues and expenses. This will give you a clear view of whether your goals and objectives are being
met or not.

Financial Statements
Financial statements are a tool which can be used to see how your federation is doing. These
statements are produced using the information gathered in the bookkeeping. This part will be used by
federations which have a lot of accounting transactions.
Financial statements are composed of three primary documents:
1. balance sheet
2. income statement
3. cash flow statement
Yearly financial statement must be part of your annual federation report.
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Balance sheet: states your financial position
The balance sheet follows this equation: Assets = Liabilities + Capital.
This equation should always hold true. If assets do not equal liabilities plus capital the books are said
to be “out of balance.” Be sure to note that the balance sheet is prepared for a specific date. Generally
st
the balance sheet is prepared at the end of the year (December 31 ).


Assets – the assets are property that represents a value. Buildings, cash, furniture, accounts
receivable, land and equipment are a few of the most common assets and certainly one of the
most recognisable of the accounting basics.



Liabilities – they represent the obligations of the business, or money owed. The most
common liabilities are accounts payable, the bills owed to your suppliers. You may have
loans, notes payable, taxes payable, etc. All are obligations.

The income statement: indicates your profits & losses
This document shows all the membership fees (plus eventually miscelChapterous revenues) and the
expenses incurred by your federation. Therefore it will report the income (or the loss) of your
federation. Be sure to note that the income statement is prepared for a specific period of time such as
a month, a quarter or a year).
Cash flow statement: keeps you in control of cash inflow
This document shows the sources and uses of cash for the accounting period. In other words, this is
the net of cash receipts and cash disbursements during a specified accounting period. Always keep in
mind the concept of cash flow, this will ensure that you will keep only enough money in the current
account to meet your aquatics needs.
Everyone knows that if a federation has more expenses than income, sooner or later it will find itself in
trouble. However, even if income matches or exceeds expenses in a given year, the cash from the
income may not arrive in time to pay the bills as they are due. A cash shortage can be very disruptive
to a federation. To avoid disruptions or to take advantage of temporary cash surpluses, cash flow can
and should be projected, monitored and controlled.
Cash Surplus
A maximum amount of money should be kept in your deposit or savings accounts. Only the money
needed to cover expenses should be transferred to a checking account. If surplus money remains in a
savings account it is able to earn interest, which would not be possible in a checking account.
Furthermore, you can usually make arrangements with your bank to have 7 days, 1 month, 3 months
or 12 months deposits, short-term investment certificates or treasury bills. The longer you keep your
deposit, the more interest your federation can earn.
Be careful: you should always keep enough cash on hand to cover expenses and as an added
cushion for security. However, it is unwise to keep more money on hand than necessary. That is why
the concept of cash flow is complex. The main difficulty which federations face these days is to
develop a plan that will provide a well-balanced cash flow for all their aquatics needs.
What reports should be prepared and how often?
The answer will depend on several factors, including the extent to which the organisation is financially
stable, the degree and extent to which the financial picture changes during the period, the availability
of cash to meet financial obligations, the availability of staff or other professionals to prepare reports,
etc.
A mid-sized federation in reasonably good financial shape might consider the following schedule of
reports:
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Monthly Reports
 Balance Sheet (Statement of Position)
 What is your financial health? Can your federation pay its bills?
 Income
and
Expense
Statement
showing
budget
to
actual
information
How does actual financial experience compare with the budget?
 Narrative report including financial highlights, analysis or other means of managing cash flow
Quarterly Reports





Cash flow projections for the next six months
Do you anticipate a cash surplus or shortage?
Payroll tax reports
Have payroll tax reports been submitted on time?
If not, what action is appropriate?

Annual Reports




Financial statements for the year: balance sheet, income statement,
Focus: What was your financial performance over the past year? In what ways and for what
reasons was performance different from the budget? What financial implications must be
taken into account when planning the upcoming year?
Audited financial statements (if applicable)

Financial controls
There are certain practices that your federation should follow to ensure that financial transactions are
consistently recorded in an accurate manner.
Maintaining the integrity of your accounting system
In a manual system, all balances from the general ledger are established on a monthly basis to make
sure that debit balances equal credit balances. Once debits equal credits, financial statements can be
prepared using trial balance amounts. Computerised accounting systems almost always produce a
trial balance as a built-in report. Many software packages will not allow you to post an entry to the
general ledger until the debit and credit balances are equal.
Segregation of duties within your federation
Segregation of duties means that no financial transaction is handled by only one person from
beginning to end. For cash disbursements, this might mean that different people authorise payments,
sign checks, record payments in the books, and reconcile the bank statements. If your federation is
small, managed by volunteers and possibly one staff person, this principle can be hard to put into
practice. You might consider having one person, such as the paid staff member, sign checks and
assign a different person, such as the board treasurer, to review disbursements, bank statements, and
cancelled checks on a monthly basis.
Signatures
Disbursements of large amounts, for example USD 500.00, may require a secondary signature (from
your federation’s treasurer, for example)
Audit
Another form of financial control is an audit. An audit is a comprehensive analysis, by a professional
from outside the federation, of your financial management procedures and activities. It is important
that the auditors are independent from your federation. This will ensure that there is no conflict of
interest. They will test the accuracy and completeness of the financial statements.
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Helpful hints
Financial controls are extremely important. They will ensure that:


The financial information from your federation is reliable, so that you can make good decisions
for your future.



Assets and records of your federation are not stolen, misused or accidentally destroyed



Your federation’s policies are followed



Government regulations are met
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Chapter 2.1 – Structure: making the plan work
The benefits of this chapter
The right structure can drive your strategy
The structure of your National aquatics Federation is meant to complement goals and objectives. It
can serve as the foundation for your federation’s culture and therefore affects employee’s behaviour,
performance, motivation and cooperation. In order to be your structure to be the most effective; it
should be flexible, encourage employees creativity and effectively utilise the skills and abilities of all
your staff.
Choosing the right structure is essential when establishing your federation’s aquatics strategy. It is not
obvious to all federations that a well designed structure is the driving force of their strategy.
This chapter will provide you the answers and take a closer look at why your federation should set up
a structure, how you can do it and who should be involved.

Introduction
Identifying the right structure can be a challenge. However, when you do choose a structure that is
best suited to the way your federation wants to operate, you can greatly benefit from protecting your
assets, reducing costs and become a winning aquatics federation.
When deciding on your structure there is always a few important questions to consider:





Focus – What is the focus of your federation?
Authority – How capable is your federation?
Control – Who are the leaders within your federation?
Skills – What important skills does your federation have?

Getting started
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Key considerations for setting up your structure:
1. Focus - What is the focus of your federation?
Your structure must deliver your strategy. This means is that your focus needs to be centred
on creating an impact in relation to your strategic objectives.
It is essential to remember that your federation’s structure must follow your strategy – not the
other way around. The strategy you decided upon (see Chapter 1 for more information) must
guide the structure you choose. Therefore, setting up the structure should only begin after
your strategy has been developed. Remember, developing and defining your mission, goals,
and objectives will help you stay focused.
To deliver your strategy, it is important to establish a clear focus that will not be distracted by
other agendas or policies within your federation.
After your structure is set up and launched, remember to keep promoting it both internally and
externally. Internal promotion of your aquatics structure to your staff will ensure that it gets the
necessary support and creates unity within your federation. Promoting your structure
externally to your members and partners will bring recognition and build credibility to your
federation from an outside perspective. Serious aquatics federations have a serious structure.
Promoting your structure will help enhance a positive image of your federation.
2. Awareness – How responsive is your federation?
Awareness is a crucial point to running an efficient organisation. This will determine the
decision-making competency of your federation in a situation; it can tell if your federation can
react in a flexible and efficient way.
Your federation must be set up within a legal and political framework that allows flexibility and
swiftness in the decision-making process. Taking into consideration the external structures
such as population, urbanisation, customs, tradition, religion, moral, ethical vales as well as
genetic characteristics; all these factors can help define the structure of your federation.
As an aquatics federation, each of these factors can be influenced by the level of support and
involvement of your government, both at the local and federal level, and with your partners.
These relationships and partnerships can contribute to the success of your federation, they
are networks which you can access and draw from in order to further develop your federation.
This aspect of partnerships will be further discussed in Chapter 8.4 – National partnerships.

3.

Administration – Who should make up your federation?
Your organisation’s leaders should be people with relevant motivations and suitable
background who can help drive your federation towards its goals and objectives. The main
task of your management team will be to oversee the implementation of the strategy and to
provide the necessary leadership and support. It is also recommended that your leaders
should have the experience and be committed to the long-term vision of your federation to
ensure a level of stability.
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Your staff works in many important and often multiple roles. They should be motivated and
organised in order to keep the day-to-day activities moving along. This will ensure that you
get the strong support you need to focus on the long-term strategy for your federation. Your
organisation’s staff should be made of members with strong skills.
Your organisation’s executive board or board of directors, usually referred to as “the board”, is
made up of elected or appointed members who mutually oversee the activities of an
organisation. The specifics of their duties and responsibilities vary depending on what is
delegated to them by the by-laws found within your organisation. If such by-laws or “the board”
do not exist, depending on the size of your federation this may be a valid area to include within
your structure.

4. Skills – What are the important skills and experience sought after when assembling the team
for your federation?
Many federations are relatively small and rely heavily on a few managers and support staff,
therefore it is vital that they have the right mix of abilities and experience. The success of your
organisation’s structure will highly depend on having the necessary skills and experience in
place.
Since it is rarely possible to assemble a team that possesses the right balance of skills,
experience and industry know-how to be effective at all levels right from the start, you must
have a strategic plan to build the capacities of your organisation in-house during the initial
years of your structure implementation. It is sometimes helpful to take into consideration the
structures used by other successful sports federations. The organisational structure commonly
applied in other institutions within your country can also serve as a point of reference in order
to create your own specialised plan.

Useful tips
Things to always keep in the back of your mind when it comes to strategic planning and structure
implementation:


Your federation’s structure must follow your strategy



There is no single correct structure; is all dependent on your strategy



Your strategy guides your federation in terms of where to go and how to get there
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Chapter 2.2 – Governance of a National Federation
The benefits of this chapter
Good governance is essential to having an efficient, effective and ethical aquatics federation. While it
may not solve all the problems or challenges your federation might face, it can help to prevent and
solve some of the most important ones
Developing structural governance within your federation goes well beyond of just staying keeping
within the legal boundaries of your nation. The purpose of incorporating good sporting governance is
important in terms of running your federation smoothly and effectively. By assigning proper roles and
responsibilities your aquatics federation can think and plan for its current activities but also establish a
solid basis for its future aquatics success.
This chapter will provide you with the means for setting your own good practices. Please note that the
suggestions provided are not meant to serve as replacements for existing laws within your own
countries; they should rather serve as guidelines to set a minimum standard for aquatics governance
within your federation.

Introduction
Governance of a National Federation
What is good governance and how can you implement it in your federation? To start, there are many
types of governance your federation needs to keep in mind, organisational governance, sporting
governance, are only two of them. From whichever point of view it is still just a framework that your
federation will use to work properly and efficiently.
Good governance within your federation should aim at promoting long term value at all levels. When
setting up your framework and structure, it is important that your federation aims to be transparent,
ethical and responsible in all manners.

Objectives of aquatics governance
The governance of your aquatics federation should above all serve as a tool to remain stable,
withstand hardship and possible problems, and be used to bring together members and combine them
in their best possible interest.
In order to ensure your federation remains focused the following points should be considered:




Clear and concise roles: There should be clear roles within your organisational structure. No
overlap in powers of any individuals or departments will help to ensure that responsibilities are
appropriately allocated.
Clear processes: Clear, documented policies and processes which reflect best practices will
help to provide clarity and consistency in day-to-day operations.
Clear controls: Maintaining regular controls in all your federation’s processes can help to keep
everyone focused and ensure that targets and goals are being met.
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A National aquatics federation constitution
Bringing consistency, credibility and order in the aquatics environment of your country can be done by
implementing a constitution in your National aquatics Federation.
In order to do this, your federation should aim to achieve the following:


Develop a governance structure capable of delivering services necessary to achieve all the
objectives set out in the constitution.



Encourage, develop, organise and promote aquatics throughout the country, bringing order,
credibility and consistency through the adoption of necessary uniform rules and regulations.



Maintain political and religious neutrality and not to tolerate any form of discrimination.



Set up and maintain the lines of communications between its members.



Establish a financial policy and generate adequate financial resources in order to develop
aquatics within a balanced financial budget.



Generate the necessary resources to realise programs for national teams, which represent the
country at various international competitions.



Provide sports competitions, camps, seminars, conferences, courses, clinics, examinations,
development programs, events, campaign, and other promotional activities for its members.



Promote and develop the standard of coaching, officials and aquatics administration.

Membership involvement
Keeping your members involved in the governance process of your federation fosters effective
governance. Governance is about leadership, therefore it is important to understand your members
and keep them in mind when constructing your policies.
When creating guidelines for your federation’s members, keeping in mind current FINA membership
procedures can be helpful:





The national body governing Swimming, Open Water Swimming, Diving, Water Polo and
Synchronised Swimming, in any country or Sport Country shall be eligible for membership in
FINA. Once approved for membership, your federation will then fall within a specific "Sport
Country", meaning a geographical territory or region which, though not recognised as a
country, has certain aspects of self-government (to the extent of sport) which is recognised by
FINA.
When developing a constitution and rules within your federation remember that your rules
must not be in conflict with those of FINA. If there is a conflict, you must remember that FINA
rules will prevail over those developed by your federation.
As a member of FINA your national rules must acknowledge that FINA is the only recognised
body in the world which governs Swimming, Open Water Swimming, Diving, Water Polo,
Synchronised Swimming, and Masters internationally.

General congress
The governance of your National Federation must include specifications about the make up of the
General Assembly/Congress within your National Federation. This must also include the allocation of
the votes, which in case of a dispute this is going to be the only valid document.
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The General Assembly/Congress should be the highest authority within your National Federation,
mainly due to the fact that all objectives within your governance should be voted up and withheld
through the power of your general congress.
A General Assembly/Congress can be used for the following:


To adopt, modify and change the governance of your federation.



To elect Executive Board/Management Committee members, the President and the Treasurer.



To examine, review and approve all reports (in particular reports of the Executive
Board/Management Committee).



To approve the accounts and the balance sheet, and to vote on the budget of your federation.



To adopt internal regulations.



To designate the auditor.



To take a vote of no confidence in the Executive Board/Management Committee.



To grant titles of Patron, Honorary and Life Members.



To exclude officials or members.



To dissolve the National Federation.

The General Assembly/Congress should meet once a year (after the end of the financial year –
preferably the financial year should be the calendar year) and they should have the right to legislate
aquatics in the country. This power is fundamentally vested to the members of the National Federation
and exercised by them directly or indirectly through a system of representation. As mentioned, for the
purpose of transparency, your National Federation should publish (officially announce) the findings of
each General Assembly/Congress as well as any votes/decisions which have been made.

Roles within your federation
Within each federation there are a number of roles which need to be filled, however the two most
important responsibilities lay with the President and the Treasurer of your federation.

The President
The President should be responsible for:







Taking care about general affairs of the National Federation,
Supervising the proper functioning of the National Federation,
Ensuring that all decisions are properly carried out,
Representing the National Federation in public,
In case of a tied vote at the meetings he/she shall have a casting vote.
He/She is elected at the General Assembly/Congress
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The Treasurer
The Treasurer of the National Federation should have the following responsibilities:







Control the financial administration within your federation.
Supervise the current account of income and expenditure.
Examine the periodic financial reports
Draw up the four year budget together with the assistance of a staff member.
Ensure the proper implementation of the budget.
Present the complete statements of accounts to the General Assembly/Congress.

Useful hints
Each member within your National Federation should have clearly defined responsibilities and
reporting lines.
There is a need to have a clear differentiation between your members and potential influential bodies
to avoid any conflict of interest.
Your National Federation must operate in a democratic way with a legislative, an executive and a
juridical authority to best represent and promote aquatics in your country.
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Chapter 2.3 – National Federation structures
The benefits of this chapter
Shaping your federation’s future
An important aspect of developing your federation is choosing the right structure upon which to build
your federation. Once again the point of strategy comes into play.
It is important to keep in mind your strategy when you select your structure because the way to
achieve your aquatics goals and enhance your abilities to win in water has everything to do with your
strategy you do not achieve a strategy but define it.
This chapter gives you an overview of all the possibilities available to your federation.

Introduction
Choosing a structure that suits the right winning needs of your federation can be difficult. For some
aquatics federations it may be about communication, for others about grassroots. Either way the end
results are the same. All federations want to be successful and reach their end goals.
Setting up a strategic plan is simply thinking about your future actions. It is determining where your
federation is going, so you have to determine what you want to achieve in the short, medium and longterm. Only when you know where your federation is heading you can understand how you can get
there.
The whole idea behind having a strategy is to let everyone in your federation know about your vision
and objectives. If you don’t let everyone know what or where you are going, they won’t be focused. Let
your staff and members know your plan, this will get them moving in the same direction! Success does
not happen, it is planned. So get organised, set one big, clear idea that will inspire your federation and
then tell them about it!

Structural models
Planning for aquatics is not complex. As mentioned earlier, strategy and effectiveness must be at the
core of your federation’s planning process, but an adequate structure must also be considered.
Too often, federations look into specific and detailed questions related to the structure of the
organisation. Your plan quickly turns into a discussion about the number of departments, systems of
reference and reporting, etc.
There needs to be a more planned discussion about structures, which could be based on more
general considerations surrounding various structural models. Some good structural models include
the following:
Functional versus divisional:
When a federation is organised by functions it means that it thinks in terms of functional departments,
e.g. marketing, finance, sports development, etc. Even if the federation delivers different services, the
marketing department is responsible for the marketing of everyone. Likewise, the financial department
is in charge for all financial questions across the organisation.
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I
In a divisional federation, the focus will be on different products or services, e.g. a division for high
performance sports and a division for grassroots sport. Both divisions then have their own marketing
department, finance department, etc.

The advantage of a functional structure is the high level of specialisation with a clear role division
which simplifies training needs for your employees and keeps a clear balance for strategic control.
Good examples of federations who currently use functional structures are Swimming New Zealand,
Swimming South Africa and Fiji Swimming. As demonstrated in their organisational structure each role
has clear and simplified needs.
Centralised versus decentralised:
A National Federation can opt for a centralised structure where the organisation is managed by one
central body and where little power is transferred to the national, regional or local level. Decisions are
taken at the central level and then implemented consistently across the organisation.
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This same National Federation could instead choose to decentralise structure and delegate power to
national, regional or local levels. Only major decisions such as the rules of the sport and basic
regulations are made at the central level, while the national, regional or local level can decide how to
adjust to local needs.

The advantage of a centralised structure is found in the consistency in delivery on all levels across the
federation. The sport is practised in the same way everywhere and the events are organised in an
identical way. A centralised structure also provides opportunities for lowering costs because systems,
methods and materials can be centrally managed and copied across the federation.
The decentralised structure offers very different but also significant advantages. A decentralised
structure better serves local needs when decisions can be made locally by people who are closer to
the local members and who better understand their needs. Moreover, a decentralised structure can
provide better motivation when the regional/local level is given the opportunity to play a bigger role.
Which is the better solution? We cannot say – it all depends on your strategy.
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Physical versus virtual:
How much physical structure does a sports federation need – and how much could be managed by a
virtual, internet-based structure? Could a national governing sport body one day in essence just be a
computer – just like Amazon.com? Federations have traditionally been characterised by a very
physical structure: office buildings, large gatherings of people at congresses and many face-to-face
meetings as well as an intense use of hard-copy books, magazines, etc.
The rapid development of all kinds of internet based communication tools obviously provides new
opportunities for your federation. While these vary with each federation, the traditional physical
structure is still dominant. The basic way of operating hasn’t changed radically over the years.
There are advantages of a physical structure: it allows face-to-face meetings and personal contacts
which provide the best environment for the generation of ideas and creative thinking. It also provides
the opportunity for the development of teamwork and encourages group learning, something which is
difficult to achieve on-line.
On the other hand, there are equally huge advantages in a more virtual structure, not least in terms of
cost savings but also in terms of flexible working methods, times, an aspect which plays an important
role in National Federations.
The right balance between a physical and virtual structure? The answer must be found in the strategy.
In-house or out-sourced:
“Should we do it ourselves or should we pay someone to do it for us?” A final structural model for
sports organisations to consider is the level of out-sourcing.
Federations have traditionally not been very keen on out-sourcing services related to administration,
IT and finance. These functions are often handled in-house together with all services directly related
their events and activities. However, many sports organisations have made extensive use of outsourcing when it comes to marketing, such as sales of sponsorship and television rights. In many
sports organisation this work is managed by external agencies.
The main advantage of an in-house focused structure is that learning is retained within the
organisation, so developing people and creating opportunities for further development of new services
based on the experience is gained.
A structure based on out-sourcing, provides access to expertise and knowledge not necessarily
available in every federation. Moreover, external contracts are often easier to manage (and to
terminate) if the services are not delivered at the expected level.
The key criteria when deciding about providing a service in-house or out-sourcing it must be whether
the service is a part of your federation’s core business or not. Services related to the federation’s core
should not be out-sourced. We have sometimes wondered why so many federations outsource
marketing and sales (sponsorship/television). Are these not considered as part of their core? It would
be hard to imagine a company like Microsoft outsourcing all marketing and sales – it is indisputably
part of core business, as important to them as developing software. We think that for most sports
organisation the situation should be the same – marketing and sales should be part of the core
business.
But again – no solution is right or wrong; the structural choices will depend on your strategy.

Useful hints




Talk about major breakthroughs for your federation, don’t get caught up in the details
Keep focused, give priority to your aquatics objectives
When communicating your aquatics objectives make sure your message is clear and concise
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Chapter 2.4 – Measurement and Evaluation
The benefits of this chapter
Doing things right and fast can make a significant difference in the success of your federation. As a
National aquatics Federation, you are constantly developing, planning, and preparing for the next
championships, or sport development meeting, or discipline hearing, and the list goes on and on. Each
of which are functions that are necessary and a core part of your federation’s duties. But how can you
measure all your hard work?
This chapter will help you understanding the difference between efficiency and effectiveness. As a
leader in aquatics, it’s not just about doing thing right, but also about doing the right things.
Understanding this concept can help your federation become a winner inside and outside the pool.

Introduction
Evaluation and control are a very important part of managing and developing a federation. It involves
comparing objectives with the actual results of your staff and members. However, it is not a one-time
deal, it is a continuous cycle. By reviewing and comparing your objectives at key points throughout the
year, you are able to evaluate the performance and, if necessary, make adjustments.

Getting started
Like in any sport, sports administrators are also put under scrutiny with their jobs. We must practice,
develop and perform just like the athletes we help on a daily basis.
So how can you measure your own success?
Administration within your aquatics federation is about efficiency; doing things right - in a fast and
reliable way. Efficiency is relatively easy to measure when the right measurements have been put in
place. Is your federation able to react fast to a given situation? Is a request from one of your members
addressed within a certain time frame? Etc.
Effectiveness means doing the right things. It does have an element of being efficient but
effectiveness allows for other types of questions to be answered. Questions like what are the
objectives of your federation? Or what is your federation going to do in order to achieve them?
We will look at the best way of moving forward to make sure that your federation is not only effective
but efficient as well!

Delivery
Most federations are focused on administrative operations; simply getting the job done. Whether it’s
preparing for the next competition, the next congress or allocating revenues to your member
federations and clubs, administration is one of the most important roles of an aquatics federation,
regardless of size and experience. Operations need to run smoothly and it is an important role for your
federation to secure order and provide stability.
The focus of delivery is development: improving how things are done. This means to compile and
document knowledge in order to be able to transfer it to your members in the most usable way – in
short, to be able to support them effectively. Where bigger federations might have the resources to
have a development department, other smaller federations might have to organise themselves in order
to create this space for creativity.
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Measurement
As mentioned, administration for national aquatics federations is about efficiency; doing things right in
a fast and reliable way.
When breaking down your measurements, you need to understand how and what you are measuring.
Are you measuring the aquatics performance of your federation within a certain time period? Are you
measuring the effectiveness of your staff?
To better understand what you are measuring, whether it is efficiency or effectiveness. Here are a few
questions you need to ask yourself:



Are you setting yourself short-term goals or long-term goals?
This will help you measure your goals and your efficiency in a more precise way.
What are the objectives of your federation? What is it going to do in order to achieve them?
This will help bring an element of understanding whether or not you are being effective and
help you ask further questions.

Using performance indicators
When using performance indicators, it is important to make sure that they will provide your federation
with accurate information for evaluation. For example, when measuring the success of a new coaching
development programme you must decide whether the numbers of participants in attendance or the
number of qualified coaches who leave after the session is more important.
However, these indicators should not be the only evaluation tool used by your federation; it should
only be used as a guide for managing your federation.

Perspective
Evaluation is about now; it is about serving your federation and its members’ interests today within a
given framework. Evaluation is mostly based on a reactive approach.
Developing your aquatics federation is about the future. It is about managing the framework that you
have outlined for the success of aquatics in your country. How can your federation constantly renew
and update its goals? By being pro-active meaning that your federation will have to observe the type
of situations that it has been confronted with and the type of lessons you have learned over the years
from past evaluations and measurement, your federation should use this knowledge to its benefit in
the future.

Useful hints



Develop indicators that directly measure the achievement of your objectives
Make sure that the indicator you chose are relevant to the activity of your federation
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Chapter 3.1 – Creating a National Federation brand
The benefits of this chapter
Developing a successful brand is the key to the commercial success of your National aquatics
Federation. But what is a “brand?” The term is used a lot in business and sport, but it is important to
know exactly what the concept and purpose of your brand are so your federation can maximise its
branding initiatives.
This chapter is an introduction to branding. It offers a clear definition of the terms and describes useful
branding techniques that can promote your federation, strengthen the image of aquatics in your
country and increase development opportunities.

Introduction
Branding is the creation of a symbol that represents your federation. The purpose of the symbol is
much more than a clever drawing – it should reflect the values of your federation and connect directly
with the hearts and minds of your target audiences.
Consider the Olympic rings. The image of the five interconnected rings is immediately identifiable
around the world. One look at the Olympic brand and you instantly think of the values of the Olympic
Movement – excellence, friendship and respect. Developing the Olympic brand did not happen
overnight. Rather, it took careful planning and strategic implementation to create and promote a
successful brand image. The same is possible for your federation.
This chapter will cover the basics of branding to provide your federation with a baseline from which to
build better branding initiatives.
Topics covered include:


What is a brand?



What are the advantages of branding for an aquatics federation?



How can an aquatics federation manage a successful brand?

The most successful sports federations have created strong brands that promote and reinforce the
fundamental values of the sport and connect directly with consumers. These effective branding
strategies have led to greater commercial success. Simply put, your commercial success is directly
related to the strength of your brand identity as an aquatics federation.

What is a brand?
Knowing the basics of branding – what a brand is, what its advantages are, etc. – can help elevate
your federation from a simple sports organisation to a recognisable brand that stands out within the
aquatics community and across all sports in your country.
First, it is important to know exactly what a brand is. A brand is a distinguishing name and/or symbol
that identifies particular goods or services and differentiates those goods or services from competitors
in the market.
Brands develop the image consumers have about an organisation, and that image can significantly
influence consumers’ perception of the organisation, including everything the consumer knows, thinks
and would tell others about the organisation. In other words, the brand makes an important, lasting
impression on consumers and potential consumers.
In the case of a National aquatics federation, a brand should identify your standing as the leader in
aquatics in your country. The symbol used should be designed in a way that generates emotions in
your target audience. For example, FINA’s brand shows a map of the world to demonstrate its
standing as the international governing body for aquatics sport, and the use of stars across the map
reflects an emphasis on developing high-performing successful aquatics athletes around the world.
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Sports federations that have been most successful in developing their brands have created what is
commonly called a “brand religion” – a brand identity that is so strong that athletes, clubs and fans
have become “followers” of the sport. The loyalty that strong brands can generate strengthens your
commercial position and gives you a stronger base from which to grow aquatics sports across your
country.

What are the advantages of branding for an aquatics federation?
While not every federation will achieve the same level of branding success, it is important to
understand the advantages that branding can have for your federation. “Brand religion” may be an
ambitious goal, but branding can lead to incremental increases in loyalty and interest in aquatics
sports that can lead to long-term commercial gains.
The following are some of the key advantages that a National aquatics federation can gain from
successful branding:


Packaging your sport to be as attractive as possible to potential sponsors. By definition,
branding is designed to strengthen an organisation’s commercial and financial viability.
For an aquatics federation, a strong brand demonstrates values and a reputation that
potential sponsors will want to be part of. Developing a strong brand image will help your
National Federation attract and approach potential sponsors with a more convincing case
as to why they should sponsor aquatics sports activities and events in your country.



Distinguishing yourself from competitors in the market. Even in the world of sport, the
number of offerings that consumers have to choose from is continually growing. A strong
brand can clearly separates your federation (its products, services and values) from other
organisations competing for a share of the market. In the case of aquatics sports, a
successful brand can attract young athletes to swimming, diving or water polo instead of
other sports. A strong brand can also inspire commercial sponsors to want to be a part of
your federation instead of other National Federations competing for sponsorship money.



Transferring the brand to new products. National sports federations can use a strong
brand to offer new services and products without having to rely on the athletic level of
consumers. In aquatics, this means being able to introduce new services – age group
development programmes, training for officials, etc. – based on the strength of the brand.
In other words, the brand is so popular or well-known that consumers want to be a part of
it independent of their specific ability level.



Protecting the federation from crisis and the impact of competitors. Strong brands
generate loyal customers. For a National aquatics federation, this means athletes who
want to be identified with their sport, coaches who are committed to the values and
fundamentals of the sport and fans and sponsors that want to follow and be associated
with the sport regardless of who wins or loses in competition. Customer loyalty is key to
protecting a National sports federation during times of crisis (e.g. doping scandals,
controversy over equipment and uniforms, etc.). For example, FINA’s brand image has
been strong enough to survive and even grow during the controversy of high-tech fullbody swimsuits in swimming. Even though some athletes, fans and sponsors were
concerned about the “legitimacy” of world record times, these customers have stayed
loyal to the sport and FINA continues to be financially secure during challenging economic
times.
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Creating trust and confidence. Athletes, fans and sponsors want to trust those governing a
particular sport, and that trust leads to confidence that their patronage of the sport has
real value. A strong brand for an aquatics federation should demonstrate competence in
how the sport is managed and reflect transparency so that consumers believe that they
are part of an organisation that has integrity.

How can an aquatics federation create and manage a successful brand?
The most successful brands – in sport and in business at-large – were not created overnight. Creating
and managing a successful brand requires careful planning and patience. The following steps outline
the branding process, and the chapters to follow will describe how to promote and build your brand.
The following steps outline the branding process, and the chapters to follow will describe how
to promote and build your brand


Analyse your federation’s current assets. What are your strengths and weaknesses relative to
your competitors – services, organisational strength, size of staff, financial strength, etc.?



Determine what you want to brand and how you want to position that brand. For a National
aquatics federation, you most likely want to brand the federation itself because that is the key
to growing your sports in the long-term. Using branding strategies for specific events and
activities can also be useful to generate greater awareness of the sport and the involved
federation.



Determine what your market is and who your competitors are in that market. Are you
competing in a regional, National or international market? For a National aquatics federation,
your market is likely both national and international. Within the national market, you are
competing against other national sports federations for athletes, sponsorship money, etc. In
the international market, you are competing against other national aquatics federations for
sponsorship money, events and prestige.



Determine where your competitors are positioned in the market and where your customers
would ideally position you. Understanding where your federation is positioned relative to your
competitors should inform the brand image you develop. For example, if your federation is
weaker in terms of levels of participation relative to other national sports federation, then your
brand image may want to feature indications of growing participation.
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Building a successful brand involves incorporating your brand into every aspect of your organisation.
As a national aquatics federation, you will want to make your brand a fundamental part of every
department and activity within the federation. The following non exhaustive list includes some of the
key ways through which you can your brand identifiable at every level of your federation:


Leadership style



Logo



Advertisements



Official letterhead



Dress code



Phone manner



Website



Events



Office culture

Becoming a sports brand – and not just another sports organisation – takes time and patience. Taking
these first steps can be helpful as you begin that journey from “rookie federation” to “leading sports
brand.”
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Chapter 3.2 – Promotional activities
The benefits of this chapter
In the previous chapter, your federation considered the definition and techniques for creating a
“brand.” If a “brand” is the image that consumers have of your federation, then “branding” is the
process of promoting and building the brand.
This chapter will help your federation make the “brand” actionable. That means promoting your brand
in ways that communicate the values and mission of your federation to target audiences – athletes,
fans, sponsors, etc. There are a number of ways to communicate your brand and this chapter outlines
some of the most common and effective ones.

Introduction
Promoting your brand may seem like an overwhelming task. As a federation, you may be thinking:
Where should we start? What should we say? Who should say it? These are all important questions,
and by creating a plan, the promotional process can start to feel a lot more manageable.
For a brand to be effective, it must be communicated at and within all levels of the federation. In the
case of national sports federations, that means communicating how the brand relates to the following
three components:


Organisation



Sport



Products

Organisation - refers to audiences within the sports federation, including management and staff. It is
imperative that this group is on-board from the beginning and there are promotional activities that
federation leadership can initiate to make sure internal audiences understand and support the brand.
Sport - refers to presenting the positive aspects of the sport. For aquatics sports, this includes the
moral qualities of the sport (teamwork, discipline, sportsmanship, etc.), the social value of the sport
(e.g. promoting participation in traditionally minority groups) and how the sport can benefit health and
wellness.
Products - refers to how the brand can be applied to events and other high-profile activities. The way
these events are organised says a lot about the brand image of the federation, so these events are a
key promotional component of overall branding initiatives.
Obviously, one of the key ways to promote your brand is through the use of traditional media outlets
and newer digital and online strategies. These methods will be described in greater detail in the
following two chapters. The following techniques focus less on media strategies and more on what
your federation can do to link its values with its activities as an organisation.

Promoting your brand through the organisation
Communicating the federation’s brand to all internal audiences – management and staff – is key to
ensuring that day-to-day operations reflect the values of the federation consistently and convincingly.
Too often in sports, organisations claim to value things such as leadership, performance and
sustainability while their daily operations and internal culture do not match up with those values.
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The following are some key strategies that you can use to promote your federation’s brand
internally:


Formally announce the federation’s brand. All federation employees (management and
staff) should be brought together for the announcement and explanation of the new brand.
The values reflected in the brand should be explained and the importance of
demonstrating the brand and its values should be communicated clearly. It should also be
made clear that deviating from the brand will not be tolerated – part of effective branding
is maintaining discipline in its implementation, both internally and externally.



Make the brand visible. This means displaying the brand logo throughout the office and in
key meeting areas. This also means displaying the values on which the brand is based.
All staff and federation leaders should be able to access the stated values.



Incorporate the brand into internal communications. Wherever possible, methods of
communication (email signatures, federation stationery, etc.) should prominently feature
the federation’s brand logo. This provides a consistent reminder to internal and external
audiences about what the federation stands for.



Reinforce the brand with regular internal communication. Weekly emails, monthly
newsletters and a federation intranet are all ways to reinforce your brand internally. These
methods of communication provide a forum to remind internal audiences about what the
values and brand of the federation are, and provide tangible examples of how the brand is
working internally.

Promoting your brand through aquatics
By promoting your brand through aquatics, your federation can communicate the positive qualities of
its brand – its health benefits, social value and contributions to personal and physical development. In
countries where aquatics sports are less popular compared to other sports, this is a key element to
generating interest and loyalty in your sport, particularly at the grassroots level.
There are several promotional platforms that your federation can use to promote your brand through
the sport itself. The following is a list that includes some of the most effective:
The following are some key strategies that you can use to promote your federation’s brand
internally:


Interacting with existing clubs. By strengthening your relationship with existing clubs in
your country, you can demonstrate your commitment to the growth of the sport. Some
practical ways promoting your brand with existing clubs include stroke technique classes,
coaching development seminars, event planning seminars for club leaders, etc. These
types of grassroots interactions help you communicated your brand and show some of
your key consumers that you are invested in the growth of the sport.



Supporting new clubs. When new clubs are forming, your federation can play a key role in
making sure the new venture is successful. By making a connection at the “ground level”
with new clubs, you can make positive and lasting impressions that promote loyalty and
support from clubs over the long-term. You can promote your brand with new clubs by
offering training in how to form a new club, how to increase membership and offering
clinics for athletes interested in or just beginning to development skills in a particular
aquatics sport. By being a part of these development efforts, you help grow the sport while
increasing awareness of the federation’s brand at the same time.
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School-based promotions. By working with local schools, your federations can
communicate the positive benefits of participation in aquatics sports to a wide group of
potential athletes. Any opportunity to enter schools and interact with young people is a
great opportunity to generate interest and enthusiasm for aquatics sports in the next
generation. Local schools are often sponsoring activities that promote healthier living,
physical activity and the social benefits of participation in sports and leisure. So, by
making connections with local school officials, your federation can find ways to inspire
participation in aquatics sports and awareness of your federation’s brand.

Promoting your brand through the products
Your federation’s products – the events put on during the year – are a great way to communicate your
brand to relevant audiences - athletes, fans, sponsors, coaches, etc. You have primary control over
the format of the events; your federation can make sure that the events are an accurate, influential
expression of the best aquatics sports can offer.
Here are some ways you can promote your brand at your events:


Demonstrate a professional image. At major aquatics events, make sure that the
competition venue is professionally laid out and clean. Attendees (athletes, media, fans)
will make a quick judgment about the facilities and this will impact their perception of your
federation, whether they know it or not. The more professional the venue looks, the more
professional they will perceive your federation to be.



Exhibit your brand logo wherever possible. By displaying your federation’s brand logo at
the event (poolside signage, interview area backdrop, athlete holding room, souvenir
stands, etc.), you can link the event to your federation at every turn. By doing so, you
increase the perception that the event is not just a one-off event, but the event is part of
your federation’s product offerings.



Ensure that event operations reflect your brand. If your brand values professionalism,
performance or efficiency, it is critical that event operations reflect those same values. By
ensuring that operations run in a timely, organised manner, you can ensure consistency
and compatibility between what you say you are as a federation and what you actually do
to prove that you stand for those values.

Promoting your brand is key to achieving long-term development goals for your federation. By
becoming directly associated with the values your federation represents, you can make your
federation a leader in your national sporting community and the international aquatics community.
Integrate your brand at every level of your federation and your values and brand can become
instinctive elements of how you do business and how you are perceived by your most important
audiences.
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Chapter 3.3 – Media relations and operations
The benefits of this chapter
Branding is more than just determining what your National aquatics Federation should represent – it’s
also about communicating what your federation represents to the public. As such, good media
relations and operations are critical components of successful branding strategy.
In this chapter, your federation can learn how to create stable, transparent relationships with media
and journalists. Cultivating these relationships can make it much easier for your federation to leverage
those relationships and promote its brand and the sport in general.
This chapter can also help your federation create sustainable strategies for consistent, influential
communication with the media. By making consistent communication with the media a key element of
your branding strategy, you can exercise some control over the information that is reported about your
federation and the sport in general. Controlling the message is an important element in organisational
growth and development in any industry – and sport is no exception.

Introduction
Developing effective media relations requires your federation to determine what you want to
communicate, to whom and how. This chapter will lead you through key considerations relating to all
three questions.
It is important to point out that each National Federation will have different resources and staff
available to develop media strategies. Small federations may not yet have a formal communications
staff, whereas established federations may have sophisticated media strategies already in place.
The key to this chapter is considering the information that is applicable to and feasible for your
federation. If your federation already has effective ways of communicating major events to the media,
then you may not need assistance in that area. However, if your federation is in the early stages of
development, the basics of media relations outlined in this chapter could be a critical first step in
promoting your brand and growing your federation.

Determining what you want to communicate
The first step in effective media relations is knowing what information you want to communicate.
Establishing that will help you determine how and to whom you will communicate that information. As
a general rule, err on the side of providing “too much” information. Doing so will keep the media
content and prevent them from thinking you are trying to hide details. By supplying the media with
information, you give them something to report instead of them looking for something to report.
The information you want to communicate will vary from federation to federation, but the following
points represent information that you may want to consider providing the media to build relationships
with them and control the information that the media reports about your federation and your sport:


Event information. This includes details about upcoming events that your federation is in
charge of putting on. This could be national championships, age group championships or
circuit events. Information provided should not only be from the competition itself. Rather,
the media may also like to have information about the bidding process for the event, what
the criteria were to decide who would host it and any other relevant information leading up
to the event itself. This helps generate more interest in the event and develops your
reputation as a federation that is busy and active.



In terms of the events themselves, it is important to provide media with full schedule,
results and statistics from the complete event. By being the first source to provide this
information, your federation becomes the trusted source of reliable information and the
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information you provide is perceived as the “official” record. In addition, it can be a
significant advantage to archive these details so media can access them to compare them
to future events.


National team activities. The media and fans will also be interested in events happening
outside your country e.g. World Championships or World Cup circuit events). By providing
the media with details about what the national team is doing, where they are competing,
who their coaches are and how they are performing internationally) your federation can
generate more excitement around aquatics sports in your country and ensure that your
sport is covered year-round, not just during your country’s national championships
season.



Club information. While national media may not be particularly interested in events and
activities at the club level, regional and local media may be. By providing information on
club activities e.g. club meets, new clubs, club athletes who have joined the national team,
etc., the media is more likely to perceive your federation as a serious and active
organisation. Additionally, athletes, fans and sponsors are more likely to see your
federation as an exciting organisation with lots of activities going on.



Athlete information. Making information about individual athletes available can be useful
to the media and helpful to your elite athletes. If your federation has the resources
available, it can be helpful to produce a database with biographical details and career
highlights for your elite athletes. This way, media can access that information easily and
fans can follow their favourite athletes, which will develop greater affinity for your
federation.



Rules and regulations. It may not be particularly sexy, but providing information about
the rules and regulations of your sport can achieve a couple of goals. First, it strengthens
your authority by supporting the idea that your federation is the governing body of
aquatics sports in your country. Second, by informing the media about the rules of the
sport, anti-doping policies, referee training and other regulatory components of aquatics
sports, you can strengthen your reputation as a transparent organisation. By being
transparent, the media is more likely to be patient and understanding if and when serious
rules infractions occur or potential scandals develop. This allows you to maintain as much
control as possible of the type of information reported during crisis situations, thereby
protecting your federation from potential public relations disasters.



Special projects information. Because many national sports federations are subsidised
by the government or may even be part of the sports ministry, there is a good chance that
activities are taking place outside of direct competition. These activities may include
community outreach efforts, charitable campaigns or other programmes that bring the
athletes into contact with the public. Making information about these activities available to
the media can strengthen your federation’s reputation as an organisation that is active in
the community and doing positive things on behalf of sport and society. This generates
goodwill with the media and the public, which can only make your sport more popular.



Sponsorship and partnership information. Whenever you establish a new partnership
or sponsorship with your federation, it is critical to announce that to the media, including
details of why the partnership was created and how it will benefit the sport and the
company. Keeping the media up-to-date about your sponsorship arrangements and the
positive impact they are having on the sport are not only signs of respect, but is often
required as part of the sponsorship agreement.
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Determining to whom you want to communicate
In addition to knowing what information you want to communicate, it is important to know to whom you
want or need to communicate that information. This begins by understanding the media environment
within you country. In some countries, there may be hundreds of media outlets – publications,
websites, television stations, radio stations, etc. – reporting regularly on sports and aquatics sports in
particular. In other countries, media outlets may be limited to only a handful of journalists and media
outlets.
To understand the media environment in which your federation is operating, the best step in collecting
and organising contact details for all media outlets in your country and the individual journalists
covering sports, especially aquatics sports. Developing this type of comprehensive database can be a
time-consuming process, but it really is the basis for developing effective media relations between
your federation and the media.
The primary information you want to collect and record includes:


Name of media outlet



Name and job title of person covering sports, especially aquatics sports



Address



Phone numbers (office and mobile)



Email addresses

In addition to collecting this information, the database should be consistently updated to keep contact
details current. One way of doing this is to send out an email or form once or twice a year asking
individuals in your database to confirm and update their contact details. As such, it is critical that
someone within your federation is the point of contact in charge of updating contact details regularly.
And every time you receive a business card or contact information, those details should be entered
into the database in a timely manner.

Determining how you want to communicate
Once you know what and to whom you want to communicate, your federation can determine the best
method for making contact with the media. There is no “one size fits all” approach to how you
communicate with the media – certain methods are more appropriate and effective than others but this
is depending on the situation and information at hand. The following list of contact strategies provides
an overview of various options available to you and tips for using them to their greatest advantage:


Media release/press release. A media release is most appropriate when communicating
significant factual information or decisions coming from your federation e.g. decisions by the
Board of Directors, rulings on disputes, anti-doping issues. Media releases are typically short
(10-20 lines) and are intended to generate interest among the media so they will cover the
story or the sport in greater detail. As such, be sure to include in the media release contact
information for a point of contact within your federation. That way, journalists will know how to
contact your federation to seek more information and cover the story more thoroughly. The
following tips may be useful to your federation when drafting media releases:
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o

o

o

The five W’s. The media release should be brief and provide basic details on the
following five Ws:


Who is/was involved?



What is happening/happened?



When did/will the event or action take place?



Where did/will the event or action take place?



Why did/will the event or action take place?

Core elements. Although brief, media releases should inspire the media to seek more
information to cover the story in greater detail. To inspire that kind of reaction, be sure
to include at least one of the following core elements of an effective media release.
Examples are provided in the parenthesis:


Relevance (a decision about swimsuits that will affect the sport of swimming)



Seriousness (the injury of a platform diver during competition)



Drama (a swimmer from your federation breaking a world record)



Curiosity (a fan who travelled thousands of miles to cheer on the national
Synchronised Swim team)



Proximity (news from local, regional or national aquatics clubs)



Public importance (announcement that a city will host a major aquatics sports
event in the coming year)



Controversy (the dispute of a penalty called during a major Water Polo match)



Progress (the opening of a new aquatics centre in an underprivileged
community)



Love (charitable efforts by members of the national Swimming team)



Emotion (an award to an administrator, athlete or coach who has dedicated
years of service to aquatics sports)

Basic do’s and don’ts. The following list includes some simple do’s and don’ts that
separate effective media releases from those that end up in the trash bin:


Write simply and use clear, active sentences



Avoid obscure sports jargon – not every journalist is an aquatics sports expert



Fewer sentences per paragraph are easier to read



Stay objective and avoid biased commentary



Use names, quotes and statistics to enrich your text



Don’t mention the name of your federation more than once in the text



Get releases out as quickly as possible after events happen or decisions are
made
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o

Mechanics. Use these simple techniques when drafting media releases:


Use standard paper for media releases – letterhead should only be used for
the first page



If the release continues on another page, write “continue” at the bottom of the
preceding page



Indicate the end of a media release by writing “END”



Each page should end with a complete paragraph



Indicate the release date, time and place (e.g. Tuesday, June 15, 2010, 12:00
GMT, LAUSANNE, Switzerland)



Give every media release a running number per year to facilitate record
keeping and reference making (e.g. the tenth media release issued in 2010
should be listed at 10/2010)



Include contact information (name, phone and email address) for a point of
contact within your federation



Follow up with key media to make sure they received the release and offer
further assistance/information as necessary

Please refer to Annex C for examples of press releases from FINA


Press conference. To communicate news that is more complex in nature or on which your
federation would like to provide immediate answers to questions, a press conference may be
appropriate. Depending on how established your federation is, you may or may not have
processes in place to coordinate press conferences. The following points may be helpful as
you develop your relations with the media and establish more formal communication
strategies:
o

Media kit. A media kit is a folder or packet of key information for the press. Media kits
are often distributed at press conferences and in the lead up to a major event. These
kits often contain the following information:


Covering media release summarising the objective of the press conference



Text of any prepared speeches



Fact sheet – biographical data of all featured persons at an event (athletes,
coaches, etc.)



Photographs – action shots or head shots of featured athletes, coaches, etc.



Artwork – event and federation logos with precise colour indication supported
by digital files (CDs, memory stick)



Schedule of events with times and locations clearly listed



Gifts/souvenirs – pins, stickers, pens, or posters.



Business card with contact information for your federation to facilitate follow
up inquiries from the media
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o

Press conference mechanics. Press conferences can be hectic and chaotic,
especially for major announcements involving high-profile athletes or controversial
issues. The following tips can help you organise the event and limit any unnecessary
chaos or confusion:


If time permits, send out invitations to the press two weeks before the event
listing precise date, time, location, subject and participants



Follow up with a phone call to invitees 2-3 days before the conference



Ideal dates for press conferences are 1 day before you want news covered in
the press and same day during “light” news days for television.



Conference facility should have a head table for participants, a backdrop with
federation brand logo, seats for audience, a table for registration and
distribution of media kits as well as ample room for camera operators and
photographers



Members of the press should be required to sign in to receive any necessary
accreditations – this is a great opportunity to collect contact information and
update your media contact database



Equipment should include microphones for the head table and any necessary
audio and visual equipment



For international audiences, consider providing simultaneous translation
services if resources allow



Brief all conference participants beforehand, including order of speeches,
critical questions that may arise and projected timeline of the event



Open the conference with some brief introductory remarks and allow
participants to speak before the media asks any questions

If appropriate, allow exclusive interviews once the conference has concluded
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Chapter 3.4 - Digital media and social networks
The benefits of this chapter
Did you know that there are over one billion Google searches each day? That’s 12,000 searches each
second.
Did you know that Facebook acquired more than 100 million users within the first nine months of its
launch? It took television 13 years to create that many users.
And did you know that there are over 200 million blogs currently on the Internet with 54% of bloggers
posting or “tweeting” on a daily basis, 80% of which come from cell phones?
Numbers like these make it is easy to understand why more federations are becoming increasingly
interested in digital media – the internet is becoming the primary mean of distributing information. The
more effective a federation is at marketing online, the better it is able to promote its brand and develop
a positive image of itself.
With so many digital and social media available, it can be overwhelming when trying to determine
which ones can have the biggest positive impact on your federation. This chapter explains some of the
different kinds of digital media available and how they can help you reach your federation’s objectives.

Introduction
Like any marketing strategy, digital media present national aquatics federations with certain
advantages and disadvantages.
For instance, digital media allow federations to market to an international audience and build brand
awareness at a low cost. Unfortunately, that advantage is not exclusive to any particular industry or
sport. With an increasing number of sports federations implementing new media initiatives, strategy is
critical to differentiate yourself from the competition and achieve positive results.
The first step to developing a digital media strategy is identifying the digital key objectives. There are a
number of objectives that were established in Chapter 1 - your mission, vision and values. Whether
your federation wants to build awareness, mobilise youth to participate in sport, or increase
sponsorship, keep in mind that not all of these objectives can be achieved through digital media.
First, your federation must choose which objectives can be (partially) through digital media. These are
referred to as the digital objectives.
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Since the digital objectives do not include all of the objectives, it is critical that your federation
evaluates the intended target audience, key messages and available resources (people, time and
budget) before employing a digital media strategy. Still, we quite often hear from federations that after
creating digital objectives, they simply choose the most popular social networking site and find that it
does little to market or promote the federation. It seems that the foundation of this error lies in a lack of
understanding of digital media and its underlying concepts. As a result, there exists a need to clarify
the language of digital media.

Understanding the language of digital media
Digital media is simply content that can be transmitted over the Internet. To help simplify the digital
media world, here are a few of the most common digital media tools that are currently being used by
sports federations:


A blog (formal term is web log) is a type of website that allows an individual to post
commentary, descriptions of events, personal experiences or other material such as graphics
and videos. Examples include Blogger, Typepad and WordPress.



Social networking sites are online communities that feature user-generated content and
interactive elements such as personal blogs, discussion boards, chat rooms, etc. Examples
include MySpace, LinkedIn and Facebook.



Micro blogging sites allow users to broadcast brief text updates or micromedia (text
messages, instant messages, e-mail, digital audio) to a restricted or unrestricted group chosen
by the user. A good example of micro blogging is Twitter.



Video and image hosting websites allow users to share and embed personal photographs.
These sites are widely used by bloggers to host images that are used in blogs and social
media. Examples include Flickr and YouTube.



Web search engines are tools designed to search for information on the Internet. The search
results are listed based on the number of times the search word appears in the site. Examples
include Google, Yahoo, and Ask.com.

Clarifications and simplifications


Internet Forum (also known as a message board) is an online discussion site primarily used to
spur discussion and initiate interest groups.



User Generated Content is content produced and submitted by members of an online
community. Typical types of user-generated content include: blog posts, articles, reviews,
comments, videos, podcasts, images, etc.



A post is a user-submitted message enclosed into a block containing the user's details and the
date and time it was submitted. Posts are contained in threads, where they appear as boxes
one after another.



Blogging is when an individual adds user-generated content to a blog.



A podcast is a series of digital media files (either audio or video) that are downloaded through
the Internet onto special software applications (podcatchers such as iPod, Zune, Winamp,
etc.).



A tweet is a micro-blog post on the Twitter website.



Viral marketing uses creative online marketing techniques to increase brand awareness
through word of mouth.
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Creating synergy
Digital media has come along way in the last decade and is continuously growing. There are many
advantages of expanding your aquatics federations into the digital world. It allows your federation to
market to a much larger audience and build brand awareness at a low cost.
When deciding to go digital it is very important to remember to refer back to the same objectives and
goals which were defined in Chapter 1.2. This will ensure that your federation will speak in the same
tone regardless of the media tools used.

Customising from the core
With so many terms and tools that currently exist in the digital media marketplace, it can be frustrating
at times to design a customised strategy that satisfies the event’s digital objectives. Three core
elements of the digital objectives must be identified:
Target audience – each digital media tool is designed to reach a different target audience. Knowing
your target audience automatically narrows down the number of digital media tools available for
selection.
Messaging – some key messages are (not easily understood and require in-depth explanation),
whereas others consist of a simple tag-line that promotes branding. The level of complexity will
determine what type of tool(s) will best deliver the message of your federation.
Resources – depending on the digital media tool, it may require monitoring, frequent updates, or
costs (if a registration fee exists). Calculating the number of staff, the amount of time, and the
available budget will help determine the type of tool(s) to use.

Mobilise the audience
Unlike traditional media, digital media has the ability to encourage online users to take action offline.
The Internet provides the ability to connect individuals from all over the world under a single interest.
With the support of many, individuals have a greater tendency to act. Also, connecting your federation
with your overall message can help evoke emotion and inspire individuals to continue building a
support base online, while spreading the word offline. Engaging users creates excitement for your
sport and enables a clear message to be delivered.
A digital campaign starts with the development and promotion of memorable key messages and then
continues with creating an online forum that allow your sport supporters (and non-supporters) to
engage in discussion. Supporters can bond online, which creates a support system for related actions
performed offline.
Whether the digital objective is to increase the number of supporters for your sport, a major
championship or local event, to generate revenues or to market your sport, a digital media campaign
can revolutionise the way your federation is being marketed online marketing can mobilise your
audience.
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Useful tips
Digital media can spread quickly and likewise can be forgotten quickly. These helpful tips will help
keep your federation focused:


Creating content and consistently updating online marketing materials is essential; this does
not mean to speak about anything and everything.



The key messages should not be lost; however, creative means of delivery is encouraged.
Using various formats and designs keeps the message fresh and exciting.



Once the target audience has been determined, messaging created and resources calculated,
the rights tools can be chosen.



By simply eliminating the tools that do not reach the target audience, that do not provide the
right platform to deliver the message or that are not compatible with the available resources,
the tools that remain will be the best digital channels to reach the intended market.
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Chapter 4.1 – Motivating for involvement
The benefits of this chapter
Meeting the challenges of change
Motivating your National aquatics Federation can be a difficult task all on its own, but even more
challenging is motivating your federation during a time of change. If your federation is planning on
implementing a new plan or a new structure, or would simply like to recruit volunteers for an upcoming
event, motivation can be a powerful tool to achieve your federation’s aquatics goals.
There are a few things to keep in mind. However, the most important is to remember that change is
important! Without change there can be no breakthroughs and without breakthroughs there can be no
future for your federation. This is not to say that your federation should change constantly, however
as your aquatics federation begins to grow you should become more and more aware of your sporting
environment. Knowing what goes on within your country such as the growing interest in aquatics as
well as the interest of other sports can help you to adjust your techniques and respond accordingly.
This chapter can help your federation understand how change can affect your federation and how you
can use it to motivate your staff.

Introduction
Operating your national aquatics federation is a challenge, even more so during a time of change. As
a leader in your federation you must constantly be aware of changing external environments in order
to keep up with the challenges within the world of aquatics.
Unexpected events such as new aquatics guidelines, new products such as new swimsuit designs or
water polo balls and new technological advancements such as timing systems are all factors which
are continuously evolving outside the spectrum of your day-to-day aquatics operations which you need
to be aware of.
More and more social trends are changing. Being aware of the changing trends can greatly affect your
sport, some examples of changing trends found in federations include:


The balance of power between you and your potential aquatics supporters. As other
sports within your country evolve and grow, your supporter have more choices which
sports they want to play or watch.



Professionalisation of national sport federations. More federations are becoming
professional, and so their structures and processes are becoming more organised.



Values of employees are changing. The need for work–life-balance is becoming an
important factor for employees and their quality of life.



Team mentality. More employees are expressing the need for self-development and team
oriented work settings.

No matter the trend facing your national aquatics federations, it is important to know that they can be
included in one of three sections – Cultural, Social and Technical. And that in order to achieve
sustainable changes within your federation you should consider all the essential elements of your
organisation.
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Managing change to motivate
Mutual support can be motivating.
This can be helpful when trying to implement a new change, the more support you have within your
federation the easier it will be to manage the change you want to implement.
Many federations have begun setting up internally cross functional department teams in order to
manage change effectively. Finding the key people from different departments to work together
towards the same goal can go a long way. Having a representative from different departments shows
that your federation is including the input of each department forward while also keeping the interest of
the entire federation a priority.
Having a team of representatives or a “project team” which is effective can increase the motivation
and productivity of your federation. Furthermore, asking an individual to be part of the “project team”
can also motivate individuals, making them feel important and honoured, which can help gain support
for the change throughout your federation quickly.

Building the case for change
As mentioned previously, change can bring uncertainty and resistance within your federation. Your
mission as an aquatics leader is to build a strong case within your organisation for change.
In order to gain the support you want, you need to have your staff, members, and athletes understand
the reasons for the change.
Important steps to building the case for change within your federation:


Identify the problem



Generate practical solutions



Demonstrate the benefits



Use benchmarking and evaluation
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Communicating the case for change
Your case for change needs to be properly communicated in order to ensure you have the support
from your staff and members across your aquatics federation.
The following are steps to making sure your federation not only builds a strong case for change but a
strong communication platform as well.
1. Always tell the truth – Being truthful lets you build trust with your staff and members and will
help you gain their support.
2. Share the thinking and analysis – Sharing the reasoning and process for your new aquatics
plans will help build support for your decisions.
3. Make it logical – Keeping the explanation of the new changes for your federation brief,
compelling and above all logical will make understanding it easier for your staff and members.
4. Encourage participation- Engaging your staff to be part of the change and the discussions can
help them express any concerns and lets them feel like part of the process.
5. Aim for trust – The best way to motivate your staff is to gain their trust. If they trust in your
federation, they will trust in the new changes you are implementing. Aim to achieve credibility
with any new change you seek to implement.

Useful hints:
Motivation is contagious – gaining support from key people in your federation can influence support for
new changes
Inspire by increasing knowledge – Informing your supporters and staff about potential changes in your
federation and the reasons for having them can diminish the risk of resistance and can inspire a
positive movement for change
Keeping your staff and members of your federation included in the change process can help increase
their performance. The open communication gives them the opportunity to contribute to the project
and take ownership of the future of your national aquatics federation.
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Chapter 4.2 – Working with volunteers
The benefits from this chapter
Volunteers are as important as your sport
There is a vast array of notions, definitions and traditions concerning volunteers, but it is certain that,
their contributions and involvement in aquatics is a significant part of growing our sport.
This is not to say that the contributions from your staff and members are less important, however, you
should always remember that volunteers donate their time. Therefore, learning to manage them and
keeping them happy can be both useful and necessary for your national aquatics federation.
This chapter will discuss various ways of recruiting, managing and keeping volunteers.

Introduction
Why volunteering matters?
As aquatics is a sport which relies heavily on volunteers to carry out most of our activities such as
running competitions, administration, etc. it is important to understand why volunteers matter and how
their contribution can benefit your aquatics federation.
According to a recent study from John Hopkins University statistics show that the contributions from
volunteers can account for an estimated 5% of a country’s Gross Domestic Product. Imagine the effect
that volunteers can have on your aquatics federation!
Volunteers are usually at the forefront of our sport, they are the ones doing the hands on activities at
swim meets, diving competitions, etc. They are the ones thinking of new systems and developing
innovative ways of thinking from an organisational point of view. Their contributions help create close
partnerships with the community and they are the faces of your federation. Recognising their hard
work, facilitating and supporting their contributions and above all keeping them happy is important to
the growth of your national aquatics federation.
It is critical to ensure that the methods your implement to recruit, train and support these volunteers
reflects your federation as being well organised and caring.

Recruiting for Success
Before you begin to recruit volunteers for the various duties within your aquatics federation, make sure
to consider the following points:
 What specific tasks need to be done within your federation?
 Which tasks should be done and can be done by volunteers?
 When, where and how do you recruit volunteers?
 Who recruits volunteers in your federation?
 Who can train the volunteers?
Recruiting volunteers can be a time consuming process. Unfortunately, it often becomes a case of
looking for a "warm body", somebody, anybody, to get the job done. Keeping these questions in mind
when deciding when and where to recruit volunteers can help your federation gain time and keep the
support it needs to be successful.
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Why recruit a volunteer?





To help spread the work within your federation among volunteers
To support your federation
To gain fresh and new ideas
To get the work done within your federation

Recruiting on any level within your federation is about getting the right person with the right skills at
the right time in the right job. Whether your present volunteers can fit the job, or if you have to recruit
others, it is important to match the right person to the right job.
It is important to keep in mind that securing volunteers should be done through a total recruitment
process rather than by taking the first individual who comes along. The recruitment of volunteers in
your National Federation, whether it is to get someone to organise the annual budget meeting or to
run for president, should not be handled any differently from the recruitment of your paid staff.

Define the Job
The first step in recruiting volunteers is to define the jobs which need to be done. Whether it is
officials at swim meets, towel girls/boys on deck, etc each job should be defined in order to help
ensure your federation gets the right person to fill the right position.

Determine Job Qualifications
Once the volunteer job is defined, determine what qualifications are required to do the job. A job
description is a useful tool. It lists all the qualifications needed to do the job. This step clarifies for all
those involved, including your aquatics federation, the expectations and requirements of the volunteer
position. It also gives volunteers an idea of the part they play in the total picture of your federation.
A volunteer job description should include:
Title - This is the volunteer's identification. Remember to give this as much prestige as possible.
Purpose - This is a general statement identifying what the job is and why it is necessary.
Responsibilities - List each duty and responsibility of the job. Be as specific as possible.
Qualifications - Outline the skills, knowledge and attitudes you seek.
Relationships - Clarify who the volunteer is accountable to.
Time commitment - Estimate time demands of the job. Be specific, i.e: define how work should be
done weekly, monthly, long-term basis or flexible, self-determined.
Benefits – What is in it for the volunteer? What is to be gained personally by doing the job?
Examples:
 The "people" person might be good at social committee work, canvassing or public relations.
 The "prestige" person might enjoy being master of ceremonies or media spokesman.
 The "achievement" person might like program planning, chairing a committee, working on a
new activity or being on the executive. Any "type" of person could do a very good job at any
volunteer position, but both the organization and the volunteer benefit from a perfect match.

Motivate
Keeping volunteers motivated is very important, especially since they are not reliant on your federation
or the event for income. If they become unmotivated they have the choice of walking away from an
event or federation, and this can become problematic especially if an event that you are running
depends highly on volunteers. However, as experience has show, volunteers are often motivated by
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simple things like the uniforms they are given, the meals they are provided, free access to the
competition after their shift, positive working environment etc.
Some easy ways of motivating volunteers at your aquatics events include:
Positive feedback – Positive feedback is essential to great coaching. Just as coaches use it on the
pool deck, you should use it in your federation to keep your volunteers motivated. Giving positive
feedback can go a long way.
Give regular rewards and recognition – An effective way to stimulate inner motivation of your
volunteers is through rewards and recognition. Whether it is recognising a job well done vocally or
through a reward both are incentives which can motive your volunteers to keep working hard.
Provide on-the-job training – Developing a standard process within your federation for training your
volunteers, similar to how you would train a full time staff member, can go a long way in motivating
your new members. Training allows them to see what your federation is about and helps them build a
connection and develop passion for aquatics and your federation.
Be available – Be easily accessible to volunteers will help enormously with their morale and
motivation. At times it can be frustrating within your federation to be interrupted with questions from
volunteers but spending time with volunteers will help them feel part of your winning team.
Provide free food – Offering snacks, drinks and depending on the setting meals can go a long way in
motivating and encouraging volunteers.
Have fun – Fun is a great motivator. Volunteer work can be stressful, and fun is one of the most
effective ways to get everyone on track and relieve stress. It is important to work hard, but also to play
hard.
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Chapter 4.3 – Creating a learning organisation
The benefits of this chapter
To make your national aquatics federation more effective, you need high-level skills both in your
administration and in your management. These will help you to plan, organise, recruit, motivate and
develop your federation as a whole.
This section considers the skills that are needed to effectively manage the resources of your
federation. It focuses on key skills and tools that can be useful to your federation. By understanding
how your federation works currently and how you want to work in the future you can use internal
resources to build your federation and make your current practices a learning experience for your
staff.
Making your aquatics federation a learning organisation can help increase the motivation within your
federation. Increased knowledge will help your National Federation not only become successful in the
future but remain successful for years to come.

Introduction
As the National aquatics Federation in your country you have a wealth of knowledge. Knowing what
your major assets are is essential in order for you to continue building towards your goals as a
successful aquatics federation.
As the only aquatics federation in your country you have the unique ability of having specific skills and
knowledge about swimming, diving, synchronised swimming, water-polo and open water competitions.
Not to mention the unique relationships you have already with your existing partners.
Creating a learning organisation is dependant on maintaining and growing your own personal balance
sheet and that of your employees. A personal balance sheet, just like the financial balance sheet of
your federation, is made up of assets, profit and loss. As it is the case for all assets, they will be worth
less at the end of the year if they have not been increased during the year.
Building the personal balance sheets of your staff and yourself can show the true value of your
National Federation and can help you identify places to work on in order to ensure that at the end of
the year you are building a winning federation.
Insert diagram (4.3 a)

Building the assets
Skills



Skills are hard to win but they keep their value for a longer time. Developing your staff’s
abilities to complete a task effectively and efficiently can build their skill set and ultimately
build the success of your federation. For example, if your staff can run a swimming
competition smoothly and efficiently this builds a good image of your federation and
increases at the same time your staff’s organisational skills.



Important skills to have are in the technical, planning, administrative sector



The key is to focus on skills that will create a winning platform. Think about what skills can
help build the success of your aquatics federation!
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Relationships
 Create more depth in relationships with existing members, sponsors, etc. These are the
relationships which can bring your aquatics federation current success.


Focus on building more breadth in relationships with potential members, sponsors and
partners. These in combination with your existing partnerships are the relationships, which
can bring your aquatics federation success in the future.



Develop closer relationships with people who can help your federation: media, experts,
suppliers, governments, etc. Think about who you know better now than one year ago?
And who do you want to know better in one year from now?

Knowledge
 Knowledge is relatively easy to accumulate quickly, but it also depreciates quickly


Knowledge is important but it does not work without relations and skills



The key is to focus on specific areas work on what you know about aquatics and what you
can do in aquatics, think about what you can do now that you couldn’t do one year ago.
And what do you want to be able to do one year from now?

Planning
Speeding up the assets building process within your aquatics federation is all about planning. No
matter what activity your federation is working on, be it organising a swimming championship or
finalising your financial planning for the year, it is important to plan.
Planning steps:


What does your aquatics federation want to improve or enhance during this activity?



How can it be successful?



Who can help? Which team members can you use?



What might be potential obstacles and how can your aquatics federation deal with them?



How will you as the leader in your aquatics federation measure the process?

Working within your federation:


Briefing before and debriefing during and after every assignment is important, be it on a
daily basis during an event, competition, project, or at the end. Getting constant feedback
from your team is important for their growth and development as well as that of your
federation on a whole.



Reflection and feedback is important to do by yourself, with your project team and with the
project manager

Debriefing
Without a good debriefing, the point of the project can be missed. Debriefing connects the dots for
your team and staff, and allows them to see the whole picture. Debriefing takes your team members
out of the realm of the activity and makes them view the entire project from an objective point of view.
Debriefing is important because it lets your staff learn from the experience and let you as a leader
within your aquatics federation teach (you can also learn while you teach!).
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Debrief by yourself:
o

Take the time to evaluate your own work

o

Take notes and keep a journal during the process with reflections, these notes can help
later when you are debriefing with everyone

o

Ask yourself these questions:
1. What went well, and why?
2. What did not go so well, and why not?
3. What can you change? How can things be improved?

Debriefing with your project team and staff:
o

Ask your team these questions:
1. What went well, and why?
2. What did not go so well, and why not?
3. What can you change? How can things be improved?
o

Be sure to give and get honest feed-back

o

Have a common goal of improving and helping each other to build a strong
asset together

Useful hints
Building a learning organisation will help increase the value of your aquatics federation
Developing your federation’s assets through reflection and feedback can help decipher what is
experienced, done, learned and interpreted during each activity
Debriefing is an opportunity to learn
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Chapter 4.4. – Rules, policies and ethics
Benefits of this chapter
Whether through rules or policies, your National Federation should put in place some sort of structure
which allows for the maintenance of up-to-date regulations which can serve as a guiding tool for all
your members and staff.

Introduction
Rules, policies and ethics are each separate terms that are aimed at giving structure and organisation
to your national aquatics federation. While it would be ideal if all your members and staff were on the
same level in terms of awareness and ambition, unfortunately this is usually not the case. This is why
federations need to implement rules, policies and ethics.
While not everyone agrees with some rules and policies, they are there to keep members and staff
safe and satisfied, and serve to protect your federation. They can contribute to the culture of your
federation as well, usually because of the external assumptions based on the rules or policies in place.
For example, your federations policies on anti-doping testing can lead to assumptions that your
federation values drug-free sport.
When rules, policies and ethics are understood by your federation this can help to ensure that
everyone is working towards the goal of winning in water.

What is policy?
A typical definition of the term policy is a set of rules or guidelines, a set of principles from which your
aquatics federation can outline how things are done and helps to create a framework for the way your
federation is run on a day-to-day basis. Policies set the standards for the organisation; they arise from
best practice.
Some important reasons why policies should be implemented in your aquatics federation:
-

To create a framework for the activities and projects that members and staff within your
federation can use to get their job done

-

To solve a reoccurring problem – one thought out decision can be applied to many similar
cases

-

To meet your federation’s aquatics requirements

-

To improve quality and standards throughout your federation

What are rules?
Rules are a set of guidelines that your federation can use to tell your members and staff what they are
allowed to do. Rules are set in place in order to provide detailed guidance about how a strategy can
be translated into action. Gathering a set of rules can help your federation stay on track for success.
Enforcing the rules can be tricky, however the following guidelines can be helpful for your
aquatics federation:
-

Make sure the rule is reasonable for your members and staff. It should relate to the goals of
your aquatics federation and should not just be a random rule.

-

With any rule or policy, learn about laws that may affect it. Don't violate someone's rights by
mistake because you didn't do your research. Most rules should relate to your federation’s
legitimate interests or be necessary to carry on operations in an orderly and efficient manner.
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-

Get support. When your members and staff understand why a rule is in place, they're more
likely to support it. When you consider a new rule or policy, educate the team about why
you're taking action. Discuss the rule, and adjust it to meet everyone's needs.

-

Stress the consequences. Make sure that everyone knows the consequences of not following
the rule. The rule itself must be clear, and your federation must tell workers about it before
punishing someone for breaking it. Use hypothetical examples to communicate the need for
the rule.

-

Communicate new rules and changes to old rules. Use various ways to communicate posters on bulletin boards, emails, meetings, and fliers are just some examples. Your goal is
for everyone in your federation to know the rule, not just the people who are directly affected.
Include information on why the rule exists, why it needs to be enforced, and how it will improve
the workplace.

Rules and policy development
When deciding which rules and policies to adopt, a good reference is to look at FINA’s official website
for guidance. However, since each country is different, additional rules and policies your aquatics
federation will most likely need to be implemented. Some useful questions to ask when making new
policies and rules can be:
1. What is the policy/rule and what is the background behind it?
2. What problem is the policy/rule trying to solve?
3. On what values is the policy/rule based?
4. What processes have been used in developing the policy/rule?
5. Who has to be consulted in the process of developing the policy/rule?
6. Who is the legitimate authority making the policy/rule?
7. Who benefits from the policy/rule?
8. Who is disadvantaged by the policy/rule?
9. How will the policy/rule be implemented?
10. Who are the winners and losers in practice when the policy/rule is implemented?
11. How will the relevant members of your aquatics federation find out about the policy?

Criteria for good policy and rules
Criteria for good policy include:
-

What is the focus of the policy or rules?
Will it be useful for the intended users? Will it improve the quality of your aquatics federation?
Is it easy to find and access?
Will it inspire your federation’s members and staff?
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Reactive policy and rules are too late
As the leader within your National aquatics Federation, you are constantly being faced with a number
of issues. Creating policies and rules usually does not get the attention it deserves, however waiting
until something happens to create a new policy or rule is not an effective may of managing your team.
Policies and rules should be in place before they are needed, not the other way around.
Therefore, you must consider the potential risks and problems which can affect your federation when
policies and rules aren’t followed. By being pro-active you can avoid creating unfair policies and rules
at the last minute. This will help you manage the expectations of your federation as a whole.

Ethics
Just like athletes, coaches and officials have codes of ethics that they obey and so should your
federation. As the National aquatics Federation in your country, you represent and promote fair play,
respect, development and education of aquatics.
Your commitment to ethics within your federation you should also be reflective of the FINA standards
for ethics. When it comes to integrity, honesty, transparency and fairness, the success and winning
spirit of aquatics is all our responsibility.

Useful tips
Know how rules and policies are viewed by your staff and members and what benefit the rules serve.
By being more aware of how rules are interpreted and enforced, you can better understand which
rules are needed and which are no longer useful.
Make sure the rules of your federation are reasonable, legitimate, and well communicated – if they are
accepted it is more likely they'll be accepted, followed, and enforced.
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Chapter 5 .1 – Growing the membership
The benefits of this chapter
Growing your membership takes time, requires some strategic thoughts and a precise action plan.
Whether or not you already have a strong and stable federation and supportive members, growing
your federation is always beneficial.
Expanding the reach of aquatics is not just about maintaining, but rather about reactivating, renewing,
retaining and recruiting members. While your current members might be content with their status
within your federation, as the leading aquatics body in your country, you need to constantly be thinking
about the future.
Engaging your members and looking at ways of making your federation stand out is part of your role
as the National aquatics Federation in your country. This chapter will discuss ways in which you can
add value to your current relationship with members and the key skills which can help grow your
federation.

Introduction
No matter the size of your aquatics federation, every federation wants to increase their membership.
Most federations have a strong and solid membership base, however as your goals and success in
aquatics grows so should your federations membership.
Growing your membership involves going back to your strategy. Your objectives and your goals as an
aquatics federation become very important when you want to grow your numbers. Growing all around
is not just about recruiting new members, it is about managing your current relationships as well as
developing new ones.
Your federation’s skills come into play, from leadership to coaching skills. By using the right skills, you
can ensure the continued growth and satisfaction of aquatics in your country.

Getting started
Membership development strategies and solutions
Growing your membership takes some thought, and a lot of strategy. It is important to keep a strong
and solid base of members, as they will be the foundation you will need when recruiting additional
members in the future. By managing your relationship with them and ensuring that they are happy and
devoted to the expansion and development of aquatics you are setting your federation up for success.
As you look to the future of your federation, you must also look at your current situation. Growing your
federation starts with the development strategy of your federation (see Chapter 1.2). This is a great
starting point, mainly because this can help your federation put together the action plan for keeping
your current members happy and recruiting future members.
When expanding your membership, you should have two focus areas in mind: retention and
recruitment.
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Retention of your current members
Take a close look at your current aquatics members. And ask yourself the following questions:
-

Do they have a positive feeling about your federation?
If so why?
What are you currently doing to make them feel this way?
If not, what can you do to make them feel involved?

Building a loyal base of members by offering an innovative and positive environment can bring a new
direction and sense of enthusiasm towards aquatics and your federation. A strategy based around
loyalty lets your members feel secure in the present and dream about the future. This also means
renewed memberships and long-term development for your federation.
Whether it is developing the skills, attributes and knowledge of your current members, making
members feel positive and involved with the direction of your federation is very important.
Word of mouth is a powerful tool. By keeping your current members happy, this can lead to positive
promotion. No matter how much effort, money and time you put into publicity and promotion, if your
federation does not have a good image then all your efforts will be wasted. Being associated as an
aquatics federation with happy and devoted members is the best publicity you can have.
Recruitment of new members
Gaining new members requires more strategic planning and an action plan. By coming up with a
tailored strategy, your federation is more apt to finding the right path for successful expansion.
The key to growing your membership is having a plan and being visible.
Once again the strategic plan of your aquatics federation comes into play. As you grow your
federation, keep in mind that growing your federation in numbers is one thing, but growing your
federation with the right members is another. Having members who share the same vision and goals
for the future of aquatics in your country can ensure that there is a constant stream of growth.
Developing an effective membership marketing and promotion plan that works cohesively with your
overall development plan can ensure that you have the right strategies for success.
Visibility is an important aspect of growing your federation. Depending on your strategy, you may
choose to be present and visible in certain areas versus others. Having a presence in the right areas
can be an asset when promoting your federation’s image.
Attracting new members can be easy, but finding the right members can be a challenge. Looking in
the right places can help your federation in its quest to grow and develop.
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There are several areas to look at when deciding to position your federation in the right markets, a few
mentionable ones include:
-

Developing partnerships
Being present at the right events
Website development

Developing partnerships can be interesting as your federation can open new markets which were once
not an option. There is a variety of partnerships which can be interesting to your federation, such as
governmental partnerships at the provincial, state, federal or through the educational level.
Developing a relationship with the educational sector is an opportunity for your federation to expand to
the youth within the internal structure of the educational system. As discussed in Chapter 3, promoting
your sport by setting up swimming or water polo programmes through the educational system as part
of the curriculum can enhance development of aquatics to youth in a very efficient and direct manner.
Later in this development handbook we will discuss how to further develop partnerships and how
partnerships are an important part of expanding aquatics in your country. (See Chapter 8).
Being at the right events is not only about attendance, but also about saying the right message when
you are there. Taking opportunities to be a keynote speaker and give presentations about your
federation, the (new) direction it is taking and the vision it has for the future allows you to promote your
federation and the ability to be seen. For example, speaking at an educational seminar or an event
with potential sponsors is a good platform to speak about your federation.
Developing your website is the opportunity to speak about your federation both internally and
externally. It is your voice to the world, and you can decide how you want your message to come
across. A website allows you to inform your members, staff and the public about new activities going
on, as well as the successful accomplishments you have had. It also allows you to be seen in an age
where most people are using the Internet to be seen. As was discussed in Chapter 3, having the right
website and using the right digital media services allow your federation to not only be present online,
but also to have a presence!

Useful tips
Growing your membership is about:


Reactivating, renewing, retaining and recruiting members!



Keeping good relations with your with your current members can reinforce loyalty to your
federation and help in recruiting new members.
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Chapter 5.2 – Sponsorship
The benefits of this chapter
Any successful organisation – be it a private business, a non-profit organisation or a government
agency, etc. – needs adequate financial resources to operate and achieve its mission and goals. The
same is true for national sports federations.
Many sports federations develop sponsorship agreements with businesses and organisations that
provide financial support in return for representation, promotion and a role in certain aspects of the
federation. This includes exclusive opportunities to display signage at competition venues, supply
apparel for team uniforms and sell consumer goods at federation events.
Because partnerships can be very lucrative for your federation, this chapter presents some of the
basics of sponsorships. Your federation can use these basics to gain a better understanding of the
current sponsorship market and learn how to attract and develop relationships with sponsors to
provide your federation with greater and steadier sources of income.

Introduction
Sports federations are constantly on the lookout for ways to increase revenues. The typical revenue
streams for most federations include commercial sponsorships, membership fees and the sale of
television and media rights. Of these, commercial sponsors are often the main source of revenue.
Revenues from sponsors are important to every federation – big or small, local or international.
However, the commercial sponsorship market is increasingly challenging and overcrowded, and
sports federations are finding it more difficult to attract and retain new sponsors. Commercial sponsors
have also become more sophisticated and demanding, which can lead to conflicting interests. In some
cases, sponsors have even created their own events to achieve their sponsorship objectives. These
events often compete with events owned by national sports federations.
So how can your federation maximise opportunities with sponsors and navigate some of the current
challenges in the sponsorship market? This chapter is designed to help you do exactly that by
covering the following topics:
-

What are the basic trends in sponsorship?
How do these trends affect sports federations?
What strategies can federations use to attract and retain sponsors?

Using this information and these strategies, you can find ways to strengthen your federation’s financial
base while deepening important partnerships that create a “win-win” situation for everyone.

What are the basic trends in sponsorship?
For many years, commercial sponsorships have been the primary source of revenue for many sports
federations. And although more competition in the sponsorship marketplace has required federations
to diversify their sources of revenue, sponsorships will continue to play a very important role.
The most significant change for your federation to be aware of is the way sponsorships are being used
by commercial companies. Being mindful of these developments and making strategic adjustments
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accordingly can help your federation continue to build successful relationships with commercial
sponsors going forward.
Sponsorship has traditionally been used by commercial entities as a tool for building brand awareness
and promoting a company’s image. Sports federations (and their events) have provided a new
instrument for building that awareness and promoting that image, but sponsorship has still to be an
integrated element of the communications mix along with classic advertising, public relations and
direct marketing.
In other words, commercial sponsors have been “brand-centric” in their approach to partnering with
sports federation. Through this approach, businesses have tried to transfer the values of the event into
their brand to build an image of their brand that would be attractive to consumers. For example,
Kodak, a leading international photography company, is one of the Olympic Games’ top sponsors
because the company wants to use the excitement and emotion of unique moments at the Games to
reinforce its image as a company that can “capture” special moments like those.
Increasingly, companies are less focused on brand awareness and more concerned with building
relationships with consumers to generate brand loyalty. As such, companies are shifting from a brandcentric approach to a consumer-centric approach to sponsorship. Greater competition for consumers
has led companies to focus on showing consumers how the brand adds value to the consumers.

How do these trends affect sports federations?
Sponsorship continues to offer unique opportunities for brands to reach consumers, but the idea
behind sponsorship is changing, at least from the perspective of commercial companies. So what
does this changing trend mean for sports federations?
First, federations must realise that brands are looking for sports and events that provide an authentic
link with the consumer. They need to appeal to what consumers like, what consumers are interested in
and what consumers need. When businesses identify such a sport or event, the brand gets involved
and offers its financial support. In turn, this pleases consumers, who recognise and appreciate the
brand’s involvement with the sport or event. Therefore, the more attractive the sport or event, the more
satisfied the customers will be not only of the sport/event but also of the brand. The stronger the
relationship between the customers and the brand become, the more the customers are likely to stay
loyal to the sport/event and the brand.
Considering this consumer-centric approach to sponsorship, it can often be difficult for sponsors to
find just the right event that provides this authentic link between event and consumers. That is why
some brands have created events or rights instead of buying them. This trend is likely to grow steadily
over the coming years.
However, all trends are relative and sponsors still have many different reasons for sponsoring
federations and their events. The so-called “donating sponsor,” whose sponsorship decisions are
based not on any marketing related considerations but merely on personal preferences for certain
sports or events, are still in play. In general, sports federations need to begin by identifying the
objectives of the potential sponsor, and from that point, federations can try to find ways to help
potential sponsors achieve those objectives.
In many ways, these sponsorship trends are good news for sports federations because they have
created more options that sports federations can use to approach potential sponsors. For example,
federations do not necessarily need to offer sponsors huge media coverage for the naming rights of an
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event because that might not be what sponsors are looking for. Rather, they may be more interested
in doing something new or special for their potential customers. Therefore, federations need to identify
how the federation itself or its events and activities can help the sponsor achieve its goals.
Even though sports sponsorship is developing fast and becoming increasingly sophisticated, it
basically comes down to one thing: every company is constantly looking for ways to build better
relationships with customers and other groups who are important to them (e.g investors, media, and
vendors). How can sports federations help? Finding clever and value-added answers to this question
is the key getting more sponsors and generating more revenue for your organisation.

What strategies can federations use to attract and retain sponsors?
So how can your federation adapt to these trends and attract and retain sponsors? The
following hints outline some basic strategies that you can integrate into your operations to
ensure that your federation is financially secure and growing toward the future:


Know the strengths of your federation. Before you approach potential sponsors, you need to
know exactly what your federation can offer them. The first step is understanding and
articulating the strongest assets of your federation and how those make you a unique partner.
These assets include your values, mission, goals, athletes and events.



Identify potential sponsors logically. Not every potential sponsor is a solid match for your
federation. Even though sponsorship revenue is important, in today’s changing sponsorship
market, there needs to be an authentic connection between you, your sponsors and your
sponsor’s target audience. For example, many sports federations used to receive sponsorship
revenue from cigarette companies. However, today’s sports audiences are much more
conscious of their health, and smoking is widely seen as a detractor from health and sports
performance. To stay current, identify sponsors that share your values and have a logical,
authentic connection to aquatics sports.



Understand your sponsors’ consumer base. In today’s sponsorship market, sponsors are
looking to please their consumers by supporting sports federations and events that connect
with the consumer. By knowing who your sponsors’ primary consumers are (age, gender,
economic status, etc.), you can highlight ways that your federation and its events will appeal to
those demographics and strengthen consumer’s loyalty.



Show interest. When approaching prospective or existing sponsors, take an active interest in
learning about their consumers. Sponsors are increasingly focused on the loyalty of their
consumers rather than simply the promotion of their brand. As such, you need to understand
their consumers so you can demonstrate how aquatics sports and your events can help
strengthen consumer loyalty. In the process, you deepen your relationship with your sponsors
by showing you care, which can lead to more opportunities in the future.



Add value. In a competitive market, sponsors will be most attracted to federations and events
that can differentiate themselves from others. The best way to set yourself apart is to add
value. This includes creating events (finding new ways to promote consumer loyalty through
events) and managing your working relationship with sponsors being mindful of resources,
responsive to inquiries, proactive in communications and genuinely interested in the strength
of the relationship in a way that adds value.
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In aquatics sports, the athletes that rise to the top are often those that not only work harder, but also
work smarter. The same is true for your federation and how it attracts sponsors. It takes a lot of hard
work to identify sponsors, finalise agreements and manage the relationship. However, and perhaps
even more importantly, it takes creative and innovative thinking perhaps more importantly to attract the
right kinds of sponsors and appeal to them in ways that take your federation to the head of the pack.

Useful tips
Sponsorship trends are increasingly changing; here are some useful ideas to keep in mind when
looking for sponsors:


Make sure to that you federation’s long-term strategies and values are inline with those of your
sponsors.



Think about how your event and activities can help a sponsor achieve its goals.



Take a proactive approach to sponsors, be in-tune to their customers and their interests. Do
your research!
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Chapter 5.3 – Working with the public sector
The benefits of this chapter
In the previous section, you considered how to attract and retain commercial sponsors. And there is
no doubt that commercial sponsors play an important role in generating revenue for your federation.
But commercial sponsorship is not the only way.
The most successful sports federations diversify their approach to generating revenue beyond
commercial sponsorships. One practical way of diversification is to develop partnerships with the
public sector. This chapter outlines the potential opportunities of working with the public sector to
strengthen your financial position.

Introduction
In an increasingly competitive market, it is challenging for sports federations to maintain existing
sponsorship revenues, let alone increase overall income through commercial sponsorships. How then
can federations increase revenues through diversification?
One potential solution is to develop new relationships with the public sector. Many sports federations
have never considered the financial potential of partnering with the public sector, but evidence
suggests that real synergies and compatible interests exist between sport and the public sector that
can generate revenue for sports federations.
Public sector entities – cities, regions and countries – are becoming increasingly interested in playing
an active role in sports and sports events for a variety of reasons, and they often have a more
authentic, long-term interest in building relationships with federations. This makes the public sector a
good partner to work because your federation can work with them over a longer period of time and
establish more consistent streams of revenue. Moreover, the public sector is often less experienced in
partnership agreements than the private sector, which means public sector partners are less
demanding and potentially easier to work with and manage.
So, how can the public sector help your organisation, especially in terms of financial support and
revenue generation? The topics covered in this section will outline some of the basic elements of the
public sector and how partnering with cities, regions and countries can benefit your federation,
aquatics sports and the public sector. These topics include:





Why is the public sector interested in sport?
How are sports federations adjusting to work with the public sector?
How can your federation stand out as a good partner for the public sector?
Are there benefits to creating circuit events with the public sector?

The commercial future of your federation will increasingly depend upon the relationships you build with
the public sector. Your federation can become a valuable partner in helping cities, regions and
countries develop and promote their brands, and these public sector entities can offer access to
healthy government budgets that can support those branding efforts and your federation’s own
development goals.
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Why is the public sector interested in sport?
Before considering how your federation can partner with cities or regions, it is important to understand
why the public sector is even interested in sport in the first place. Knowing this will help you position
your federation and appeal to public sector entities in the most impactful way possible.
The public sector today is interested in sports because sports and sports events offer a wide variety of
benefits to a city, region or country. In particular, by hosting events, cities can become identifiable with
certain sports and align with certain values and images that promote the city’s brand.
The relationship between sports events and their host cities, regions or countries is often discussed in
terms of the physical legacy that the events leave behind (e.g. stadiums, training centres,
transportation networks, etc.). While other “softer” benefits exist, the physical, tangible infrastructure
and urban regeneration are often seen as the most positive and lasting to make hosting events worth
the investments required.
Sports can undoubtedly play a major role in the development of a city, not only by providing new
facilities, but also through the much broader and long-term values that sport can bring in terms of
social benefits. If sports events are properly leveraged by the host city as a first step in driving social
programmes (e.g. fitness programmes, after school programmes, social integration and inclusion
programmes), they can improve health and wellness practices around the city or country and bring
different communities closer together.
Considering that sports events (if organised effectively) can help achieve social objectives, then it
would seem that “legacy” projects and physical infrastructure are not the only reasons why the public
sector would be interested in aligning with sports federations. So, what are the other primary drivers
behind hosting such events?
The answer is branding, or more precisely, place branding. As places have to compete more and
more to attract the attention and money of business, tourists and media, they have to distinguish
themselves and stand out. Thus, place branding is the art of influencing people’s perception of a
specific place.
To start with, it is extremely difficult to change the perception that people have of a place. Place
branding is about changing perceptions, which is in itself a challenging goal to achieve. That is why
sports events have become such a valuable branding tool – when organised and conducted well, they
can have real impact on the perceptions of a place.

What sport events can do for branding of a place?
Sports events can be extremely powerful for branding a place for two main reasons: first, they can
demonstrate that the place is actually different than how the public has perceived it to date, and
secondly, the high profile of sports events provide a unique platform to tell the public how the place is
different.
In the 2006 FIFA World Cup, Germany showed the world that it is a warm and welcoming place. But
demonstrating this did not happen automatically. The organising committee used the event to build on
the long-standing impression of Germany. The organisers wanted to show that Germany is not only a
place that can produce high quality products in an organised and efficient manner; they also wanted to
show that Germany can do all that in a welcoming and friendly way.
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By bringing the World Cup to the streets and engaging all of Germany in a big party, they managed to
demonstrate a new angle on Germany’s brand. The world expected to see a perfectly run World Cup
on television, and on the pitch, Germany delivered a well organised event. However, the organisers
also delivered a radically different picture of Germany by organising one of the biggest parties the
world had ever seen. Through the organisation of the event, Germany actually demonstrated a new
aspect of the German brand.
But more than just demonstrating, Germany also told the world that it was a friendly and welcoming
place. They did this by taking reporters and journalists to the fan parks and street parties during the
event so that stories and images of these huge parties during the World Cup were reported worldwide
when the media spotlight was on them. Germany’s desired shift in perception was also expressed and
told through the official slogan – “A time to make friends” and a logo depicting three friendly faces.
Germany’s efforts actually advanced their reputation. Germany became the second-most admired
country brand (up from sixth) on the Nation Brand Index, a measurement system that ranks countries
according to the popularity of their brand around the world. Perhaps Germany’s Interior Minister, Dr.
Wolfgang Schäuble, summarised best the reason why the public sector is interested in sport.
Following the 2006 World Cup, he said "Germany projected a fabulous image abroad – so good it's
almost scary. Our nation has rarely enjoyed such a positive image."
And it’s not just major events like the World Cup or Olympic Games that are attractive to the public
sector. Smaller cities, regions and countries are also experiencing the benefits of partnering with
sports federations and smaller events to promote place brand objectives. Big or small, sports events
are unique because they provide their hosts with an “all-in-one” opportunity: first, the chance to
demonstrate the brand image and values, and second, the tremendous media platform that will enable
them to talk about it to the world.

How are sports federations adjusting to work with the public sector?
Sports federations have already been working with the public sector for years, especially in the
development and production of their events. Since federations actually have experience working with
the public sector, why and how can federations adjust their approach to maximise the financial benefit
of the relationship?
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The answer is that federations must look at the public sector as more than just venues to host an
event. Instead, federations must look at cities and regions as real partners in the overall success and
development of their sport. It may have been that the public sector was just a logistical piece of
organising an event, but the increasingly competitive sports market – along with the financial
requirements to compete in it – have changed the playing field.
As governments become more knowledgeable of and specific about what their brand image should
be, they are ready to invest much more when they see a fit between their message and the specific
message that a sport represents, including the way certain sports events are organised.
As equal partners, sports federations must allow the public sector to be an integral part of organising
their events. In doing so, these public partnerships and the communication platform they represent
could become the most powerful marketing tool sports have ever seen – the public learns more about
the place because it is the setting for the event, and the public learns more about the sport by
watching it on television, reading about it in newspapers or following it online.

How can your federation stand out as a good partner for the public sector?
Because the public sector offers a unique platform that can help take your federation to the next level,
it is important to consider what practical strategies your federation can use to develop and benefit from
public sector partnerships. The following section offers some strategic approaches to maximise your
relationship with cities, regions and countries with whom you partner with:
The following section offers some strategic approaches to maximise your relationship with
cities, regions and countries with whom your partner with:


Begin with bidding. Federations usually make first contact with potential public sector partners
during the early phases of the bidding process to host sports events. Therefore, the way your
federation conducts the bidding process will make important first impressions about what a
relationship in the future may look like. So, make the bid process easy to understand and be
as transparent as possible.



Treat interested partners like you would treat members of your federation. Your federation
should take pride in the cities and regions that show interest in hosting your event. And the
higher profile these public sector candidates become, the more attention they can bring to
your sport. However, the bidding process should not be about you and your federation – it’s
about finding the best partner for your federation. As such, show all candidates the respect,
responsiveness and customer service you show members of your federation. Doing so will
help your federation develop a reputation as organisation that the public sector wants to
partner with, which will attract higher profile cities and regions that offer greater prospective
revenues.



Make sure partners win even if they lose. Countries, regions and cities rarely enter a bidding
race unless they can honestly answer the following question: “If we do not win this bid, will we
gain something from the process that makes the bid worthwhile?” In other words, every bidder
must believe that they will “win even if they lose.”
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Your federation should ensure that the bidding process allows all candidates including the
losing candidates to gain something from the bidding process. This ensures that you preserve
future relationship (losing cities may want to bid again for future events) and demonstrates to
the public sector that a partnership with your federation brings added value, even when they
lose a bid.


Communicate change quickly and honestly. Any city, region or country that has hosted sports
event in the past knows that changes are going to happen between winning the bid and
hosting the event. Some of these changes are outside your federation’s control (e.g. weather,
natural disasters, national economic challenges, etc.), but others are very much a part of your
federation’s oversight and management. Whatever changes might occur, be sure to
communicate those to your public sector partners quickly and honestly. Better yet, allow public
sector partners a seat at the table when coming up with strategies to adapt to these changes.
This will promote trust, cooperation and a deeper partnership.



Give public sector partners some creative freedom. Very often, public sector partners are
welcomed into a federation during the bidding phase and then made to sign a rule book and
guidelines that prevent them from creatively leveraging the sport and the event to achieve
their objectives in this new partnership. While your federation should protect the quality of its
own brand and reputation, allow public sector partners to engage, collaborate and cooperate
with you. Remember, it is a partnership – learn from each other, ask questions and seek
advice. Public sector professionals have expertise in areas that your federation may be able to
benefit from, so keep an open mind.

Are there benefits to creating circuit events with the public sector?
As mentioned, public sector partnerships offer a place to host your events on top of solid financial
support. But to have the biggest positive impact possible – for both you and your public sector partner
– the real trick is daring to be different and be open to new ways of organising events. Change can be
difficult to implement, and many within your federation may be resistant, but the most successful
federations are capable of staying current and relevant while balancing business-as-usual with
change.
One way public sector partnerships can be win-win for both sides is to create a circuit format for your
events. It may sound like a big departure from your federation’s typical approach, but there are some
key benefits that a circuit format offers both your federation and your host cities that a one-off event
cannot.
These benefits include:


Added value for public sector partners. Like commercial sponsors, host cities are not always
able to optimise the benefits of hosting an event on their first attempt. After hosting one-off
events, cities have gained a lot of experience and are often eager to make improvements and
host again, but they have to wait for another chance which can take years. Circuit events put
that experience to use quickly by providing regular opportunities e.g. yearly to implement
better ways of organising an event.
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Circuit events foster long-term partnerships that afford cities and regions multiple years to
introduce themselves and build their brand. Unlike one-off events, which are often forgotten in
a crowded sporting calendar, the return of the event to the same city year after year makes
people more aware of the place. This adds value to your public sector partners by giving them
more opportunities to connect with people, make lasting impressions and change perceptions.
For example, many people may forget where the Diving World Championships were had two
years ago, which means the host city may not have benefited as much as it could have if
events returned there on a regular basis. However, mention Wimbledon, and people instantly
think of elite tennis and London, England. When events return to the same city year after year,
your federation can build a true partnership that brands the host, promotes the sport and
generates more revenue for both.


Added value for sponsors. It can take years for sponsors to see the benefit of their investment
in a sports event, especially when that event only takes place once a year, or even once every
two or four years. Hosting multiple circuit events each year with the same sponsors increases
exposure for sponsors, which means they have a better chance of seeing a faster return on
their investment and reaching a wider audience. Sponsors can also adapt their sponsorship
approach from event to event rather than having to wait until the next year.



Added value for fans. Your federation knows that fans are fundamental to the success of
aquatics sports. A circuit structure provides fans with more content to consume. It gives fans a
string of events to enjoy throughout the season instead of just one that occurs once a year at
most. More competitions also mean more statistics for fans to follow and discuss throughout
the season. For example, when Michael Phelps has more swimming events to participate in,
he has that many more opportunities to break world records – and other swimmers have that
many more chances to beat him. This promotes interest and discussion in the sport, which is
always good news for a federation. Circuits also provide increased access to events for the
sports fans. With a circuit format, elite athletes from aquatics sports can move around your
country or region in a single year, bringing fans closer to aquatics sports.



Added value for media. Your federation and your public sector partners want your events to
attract media attention. As such, the media need a reason to believe that the event is
important and relevant. For aquatics sports, a circuit structure can provide a seasonal
calendar of events that regularly attract media attention. The media can plan ahead and cover
events as part of a larger season, which generates regular coverage and spectator interest.
Consider the Professional Golf Association in the United States and Europe. Events take
place regularly each year and typically provide a lead up to the “major” events such as the
Masters, the US Open and the British Open. The media cover golfers who are doing well in
the circuit events and speculate about their chances of winning one of the majors. A similar
effect could develop in aquatics sports with the right level of partnership between your
federation and interested public sector partners.



Develop organising expertise. Having regular circuit events allows organisers from your
federation and the public sector to improve their skills year after year. This provides
consistency and can help your events grow each year without having to train new staff each
time.
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Useful tips
Public sector partners are a critical piece of your federation’s financial future, here are some things to
keep in mind:






Where your events are is just as important as who wins the competition.
Strong partnerships between your federation and cities and regions interested in being a part
of aquatics sports can create mutually-beneficial opportunities that strengthen your
federation’s financial position.
New markets, new venues and new fans are just some of the exciting potential that public
sector partners can provide.
Diversify your partnerships to include the public sector and you can experience rewarding
benefits – financial and otherwise.
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Chapter 5.4 – Alternative funding opportunities
The benefits of this chapter
Funding your federation can be done through traditional means like sponsorship deals, grants from the
government, selling television rights, etc. However, in some countries aquatics doesn’t get the
recognition it deserves and as such doesn’t get the funding either.
Therefore, alternative ways of funding your federation need to be considered. In these situations your
federation will need to rely on creativity and dedication in order to be successful in the different
methods of fundraising.
This chapter will look at the tools you will need when using alternative funding as well as different
funding opportunities your federation can use.

Introduction
Discovering powerful new ways of raising funds for your federation can be a challenge, however by
being creative and very dedicated to the goals and objectives of your federation you can find ways of
integrating alternative opportunities in order to keep your programmes continuously running.
Some alternative ways of funding include:
In kind gifts
Just because your federation is not able to get the amount of monetary funding necessary to fund all
your projects does not mean that it cannot be carried out. “In kind” donations can often be easier to
come by than monetary funds. Your federation can usually approach companies that sell or
manufacture the equipment you are looking for. More often, these companies are more willing to
discuss funding your federation with in-kind services or gifts rather than with monetary funds.
For example, if your federation needs to get to national championships or continental championships,
consider asking your national airline to donate some flights or upgrades fights rather than asking for
monetary donations. Corporations like to give in-kind services because they are less obtrusive to their
bottom line, yet they still give a good all-around image to the community.
Dinners, auctions and donations
Another alternate funding opportunity can be hosting an event to honour achievements within your
federation, or for a cause such as accomplishments of your athletes, coaches, etc. Coordinating a
fundraising dinner and combining it with an auction can help you raise funds for your federation’s
cause.
Holding an auction is a smart way to raise funds because each participating attendee will leave with
something tangible to show for their donation. However it is important to remember that this is a big
commitment and therefore requires a lot of planning.
Annual Events
Creating an annual event such as a swim-a-thon is a good way of fundraising. First because it
involves your sport and athletes of all levels, and second because it raises money and awareness of
the sport.
By hosting a yearly event, you are ensured that grassroots initiatives are constantly being renewed,
your sport is getting good promotion and marketing and that your are also gaining some funding.
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Tools for success
Raising funds can be a challenge; however there are ways for your federation to ensure it has success
when using these alternative means.
Organisation
When raising money, especially when using an alternative method, make sure your federation is
extremely organised. Know what you are aiming for, how you will achieve the specific goal and share
this information with your support team. Ensuring that all your team is familiar with the goals will help
motivate your team to be successful. Furthermore, when your goal is shared this can also be useful to
help potential funding opportunities
Donations
When accepting donations, figure out the minimum donations you are willing to accept or offer donors
a set amount from which they can donate.
Advertising
If you are hosting a fundraiser, make sure to advertise as much as possible. Get the work out about
your event to all your contracts. Use your methods of communication to ensure that your federation
gets as much attention as possible.
Make good impressions
No matter who you are speaking with, may it be donors, businesses or government officials, always be
extremely courteous, understanding and gratuitous. Do not force them into making a donation, or
make them feel uncomfortable in any way, and always thank them for their time. Making a good
impression can go a long way in the run.

Useful tips
Helpful ideas to keep in mind when finding alternative funding:


Think outside the box, sometimes the most untraditional ideas can bring new funding
opportunities to your federation



Network, network, network! – Speaking to people about your federation and its strategy can
help build relationships and create opportunities
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Chapter 6.1 – Supporting athletes
The benefits of this chapter
In order to help athletes achieve national, international and even Olympic honours, much support
needs to be given to encourage individual athletes to reach their potential.
Making it possible for athletes to participate in competitions at a local, national and international level
is an important part of developing aquatics in your country. Your federation can support all levels of
athletes, from grassroots to elite levels by organising and planning athlete support initiatives. This
chapter will take a closer look at some programmes which your aquatics federation can develop.

Introduction
Ongoing support may be one of the most important factors influencing sports performance. The
encouragement and support of an athlete is a key factor to building confidence and can lead to
success in high-pressure sporting events.
As a National aquatics Federation, it is important to provide your athletes with the foundation and
support that will enable them to succeed. But where do you start? How can your federation provide the
necessary support for your athletes?
Over the years many aquatics federations have been organising programmes to support their athletes,
since winning medals on the international scene is seen as a key indicator of achievement most of
these programmes are focused on supporting elite athletes and targets medal success in quadrennial
segments.
From development grants to training camps, support of athletes comes in various ways. It is important
that your aquatics federation find the right system to achieve your goals of winning in water.

Getting started
Resource availability
Supporting the up and coming young aquatics athletes as well as the elite athletes within your
federation can be costly. Knowing which resources are at your federation’s disposal can make it easier
to support your athletes and achieve your goals of success.
Locating resources and creating partnerships where your federation can receive funding or access
resources can be a challenge; however as discussed in Chapter 8 – National Partnerships, there are
various means in which your federation can take advantage of.
Since most aquatics federations do not generate income, the aim of your federation should be to
secure sponsorship by drawing upon every fundraising opportunity and partnership available (All by
keeping in mind the overall strategy and vision of your federation of course!).
FINA’s development programmes can help provide the resources to develop your federation – See
Chapter 8 – FINA Programmes for more information on how to apply for specific programmes.
Setting targets
Once your federation knows what resources are available, deciding on the targets your federation
would like to aim for in the future should be your next thought. Whether it is initiating development
programmes for your grassroots divers or training camp programmes for your national water-polo
team, your federation should review your annual targets and performance expectations.
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An important aspect when setting up the targets of your aquatics federation is to make a clear outline
of those initiatives which are a priority. As a National Federation you must remember to keep the
balance between the emphasis on sporting elites and the wider promotion of participation in aquatics.
Sport is not just about medals and a celebrity culture, but about the benefits of taking part. So when
setting your development goals remember that both world class aquatics and mass participation are
important.
Supporting your athletes
The support of your athletes can be in a variety of forms. From providing access to the right facilities,
the proper coaching, the right nutritional knowledge, travel grants, etc, each programme you initiate
contributes to the pursuit of excellence of your aquatics athletes, enabling them to pursue their
dreams.
Most programmes you will initiate will be providing support to your athletes in the forms of athletic
support or financial rewards. For this reason it will be important to set out programme objectives for
each of the initiatives you want to develop.
Key factors to consider:
Who may apply?
- What are the requirements of eligibility of your aquatics programme?
o
o
o

Age
Citizenship
Qualifying status

- How does the programme/grant work?
o
o
o
o

What are the deadlines for application?
When does the programme start and end?
What does the programme include?
How many athletes will your federation approve?

How are applications evaluated?
o
o
o
o

Are there any additional documents which need to be included in the application?
Who reviews the application process?
Where the applications should be sent?
When will applicants be notified?
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Chapter 6. 2 – Supporting coaches
The benefits of this chapter
Many factors can greatly influence an athlete’s behaviour. Athlete’s commitment and drive can greatly
be affected and influenced by their environment, their team mates, and especially their coach.
As a leader in the national aquatics federation in your country, the values that aquatics carries and the
impact the sport can have on athletes of all levels is understandable. For this reason it is important
that coaches, who are often the one who personify these values and ideal, should be aware of their
responsibilities and act accordingly. But they cannot do it alone, as the leaders in aquatics; your
federation needs to be there to provide them with the right tools and guidance.
This chapter takes a look at ways of supporting your coaches.

Introduction
The philosophy of a team is commonly initiated, implemented and determined by coaches. The impact
of a coach on athletes is immense; they have the ability to influence positively or negatively the
outcome of performance. With this in mind, it should be understood that the educational background
and the quality of a coach should be at the highest level.
As sporting authorities, coaches have the responsibility to maintain the balance between developing
and educating an athlete all in keeping a professional demeanour. They have the ability to motivate or
deteriorate a player’s ambition, and as such they themselves should be supported and inspired by
your National Federation so that they can bring success to future generations of aquatics athletes.
Creating an adequate base for coaching education and development can help bring aquatics to a
winning level in your National aquatics Federation.

Getting started
As a vital member of FINA, your aquatics federation has access to many of the development
programmes available for coaches. From the coaching development programme for elite coaches to
development training programmes for grassroots coaches, there are support programmes at the
disposal of your aquatics federation.
Further to the support programmes of FINA, your federation can also put into place further structures
to support your coaches. These can include:
Coaching Association
Forming a Coaching Association in which all your aquatics coaches should become members can
serve as a strong link between your federation and all your coaches.
The aim of the Coaches Association would be to improve the educational level of coaches through
scientific ways. Coaches can use the Coaching Association to draft proposals, suggestions and
initiatives for all coaching related topics. As well, all criteria and standards for coaching license as well
as the coach’s license themselves can be issued through the Coaching Association. Last but not
lease, the Coaching Association can organise clinics, seminars, refreshment courses, conferences
and round tables for coaches on a regular basis.
Keep in mind that your National Federation would be providing all the input from the sporting
perspective as to tailor the programmes to aquatics.
Code of Conduct
Implementing a Code of Conduct within your federation or within the Coaches Association is a
necessary document. The main purpose of the Code will be to set adequate standards and guidelines
that each Coach should respect in the best interest of aquatics.
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Coaches Code of Conduct should at least include the following inputs:










Coaches should be role models and educators for the athletes and community and
they should take care of their status and reputation.
Coaches shall conduct themselves in a manner that reinforces their place as leaders
and role models, and encourage positive communication between themselves and
athletes, referees, administrators and general public.
Coaches shall at all times conduct themselves in a manner that reflects the spirit of
fair play and sporting behaviour.
They shall give due regard to the authority of officials and the rights of opponents,
spectators and others.
Coaches shall not give, make, issue, authorise or endorse any public statement
which would damage best interest of aquatics.
Coaches should respect the rights of others to hold values, attitudes and opinions
that differ from their own.
Coaches shall perform their duties on the basis of careful preparation and be
reasonable in demands on athlete’s time, energy and enthusiasm.
Coaches should take an active role in prevention of drug, alcohol and tobacco abuse.
Coaches should take reasonable steps to ensure their skills are regularly updated.

Educational programme
Creating an educational programme for all the aquatics coaches in your country is a large task. There
are ways of implementing the process to ensure that the knowledge transferred easily across your
country. On possibility is to link the coaching programme with a school or University and another is to
create a coaching programme all on its own to include seminars, clinics or practical workshops.
Building an educational coaching system can set a benchmark for people who pursue coaching. As
aquatics are evolving, coaching has become a position which requires individuals with experience,
education and knowledge. By developing a coaching system in your country, this will ensure that your
aquatics federation will have consistent standards of developing coaches and athletes as well as
develop a strong and solid base of confident athletes who are both mentally and physically prepared.
Whichever programme your federation implements, your coach education system should increase
confidence and competence in coaching ability and promote ongoing progressive improvement of
knowledge and expertise. It should incorporate all aspects of coaching from sport science to sports
ethics in order to enable coaches to gain a better understand and more in depth approach to
coaching.
Coach education should:






Increase enjoyment of sport for all coaches and athletes
Encourage the development of innovative coaching techniques
Be relevant and meet the requirements of aquatics
Be flexible and user friendly
Promote sports ethics and fair play
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Chapter 6.3 – Supporting officials
Benefits of this chapter
Being an aquatics official is more than a job, it is a responsibility to the integrity for the future of our
sport.
These responsibilities include teaching others about the rules and regulations of the many disciplines
which make up aquatics, it teaches young athletes about the ethical behaviour they should display
both in and out of the pool and it teaches the fundamentals about following the rules and regulations.
This chapter explains the importance of officials and how your federation can contribute to their
success as they contribute to the success of aquatics.

Introduction
Any successful national aquatics federation needs to have in place a structure to support officials.
Along with athletes and coaches, they are essential to aquatics. Implementing a structure which
supports their development, would include policies, procedures and programmes, important in
promoting the sport of aquatics.
Taking a look at the role of aquatics officials and the motivation which drives them to keep involved in
aquatics can ensure that your federation can recruit, develop and keep officials and ensure that the
sport keeps a solid structure for the future.

Role of an official
What are the different roles of aquatics officials?
Officiating in a capacity must be based on sound understanding of the rules of the sport. Since
aquatics has five disciplines, the official within each discipline must understand the basic rules of that
sport. For example, turn judges at a swim meet must know the basic rules of stroke technique in
swimming to be able to do their job in an official capacity.
As a general rule, an official should be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Independent & neutral
A good communicator
Have an excellent Rule knowledge but know how to interpret and adjust the rules
Honest
Courageous, fair and tolerant
Professional
A good listener, polite and cool
Understand the sport and be able to manage it
Make judgments that people understand

Why are officials important?
The essential role, responsibility and privilege of any official are to apply the rules of the aquatics
discipline they find themselves officiating in order to create the right conditions for a competition to be
well executed. Proper application of the aquatics rules creates these conditions. The contributions
from officials in ensuring that the proper rules are enforced can allow spectators and athletes alike to
value the outstanding performances within the competition.
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How can your federation retain officials?
The most common reasons why officials tend to stop officiating can be because of other commitments,
family reasons, or in some cases poor treatment. However, your aquatics federation can overcome
some of these obstacles:
Code of behaviour
Implementing a code of behaviour within your national aquatics federation for players, coaches,
administrators, official and spectators can be a useful tool. The main purpose of the code will be to set
adequate standards and guidelines of behaviour so that the interest of each official is respected.
Education
Educating your members on the importance of officials in aquatics can help alleviate any potential
obstacles. By providing outlines on the roles of officials during competition, spectators and members
of your federation can be informed and understand decisions of officials.
Promote quality training
Implementing an officiating system similar to that of your coaches can improve the structure of training
your officials. By investing in their knowledge and experience, this can encourage them to become
better at their position and more committed to the sport of aquatics.
Helpful hints on ways to retain officials:






Apply the codes of behaviour for players, coaches, administrators, officials and
spectators.
Educate and inform spectators of the importance of officiating in aquatics.
Provide quantity and quality evaluating/coaching at all levels of officiating.
Promote and utilise role models already in the system.
Provide stronger support and backup for inexperienced officials by being available to
mentor, discuss and advise.

Motivators for keeping officials involved:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Fun
Love of aquatics
Being involved with aquatics
Social aspect
Being recognised
Taking a leadership role
Enjoy handling and organising competitions
Teaching life lessons
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Chapter 6.4 – Competitions and events
The benefits of this chapter
An aquatics competition brings together a large number of participants and supporters to a specific
area. Because they are held at a specific point in time, a project plan with clear tasks and timelines
can and should be developed.
Many aspects go into planning an aquatics competition. From the original idea and concept over
developing, running and finally closing the event after the competition, there are many activities
involved in the process of hosting an event.
This chapter will help your aquatics federation to identify key principles in organising an aquatics
event.

Introduction
Organising and hosting a good aquatics event can be a challenge for any national aquatics federation.
For an event to be successful, it is important that it part of the overall strategy and goals of your
aquatics federation. Without adequate planning, the event will most likely become a one-off event that
is not inline with the overall strategic objectives of your federation.
Every event brings a certain number of risks and opportunities, however by understanding the
complexity and planning involved your federation can start to organise itself for success.
As you are well aware, events can be affected by a number of unknown factors, like athlete
participation, participation of communities, public contributions, sponsorship involvement, etc. And are
also susceptible to conditions outside your federations control like weather, politic, media etc.
Although these items can be seen as obstacles, they also provide opportunities for you federation to
build partnerships and establish relationships with certain parties which can help you in the future. For
example, while political factors may be an issue in the initial stages of planning for hosting an aquatics
event in your country, building a relationship with key political influencers in favour of the event can
help not only sway support in the present but your federation can gain a supporter for future
endeavours.
Understanding and identifying the right operational principles for your federation can be helpful to
successfully organise an aquatics competition.

Getting started
Deciding to put on an aquatics event
Organising a competition is very dependant on your aquatics federation’s strategic plan. This is mainly
due to the amount of organisation and resources involved in the entire process. The decision to
organise a particular aquatics event should ideally meet the strategic objectives of your federation and
fall within the available resources. Your federation should only bid for an event after you have
established why you wish to bid.
When deciding whether to organise an aquatics event, ask yourself if you are achieving the following:


Will this event help achieve the aquatics objectives of my federation?



Will this event challenge the talented athletes within my federation?



Will this event raise the profile of aquatics within my country?



Will this event further the development of the aquatics discipline?
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Each of these items helps your federation achieve your strategic goals for your federation and
aquatics in general. Hosting and organising a major event in your country is the perfect platform to
challenge your most talented athletes by allowing them to prepare for an elite competition in the
comfort of their own home.
Hosting an aquatics competition can increase the visibility of a discipline which may not normally get
media coverage thus gaining a higher sporting profile. Furthermore, staging an event helps your
federation develop by providing the opportunity to improve and increase infrastructure, develop
partnerships and generate new resources.

Organising an aquatics event
While aquatics competitions come in different sizes and different forms, staging a successful event
goes through the same four phases every time. Design, development, implementation and dissolution
of the event.
Designing an aquatics event
This is the starting point and is generally also the decision phase of a bid. First, your federation must
decide upon the feasibility of organising the event. Does your federation have the funding and
resources to be able to carry out this project? If so, then your design concept for the event must be
submitted with a proper bidding file.
Developing the aquatics event
This phase involves planning. Detailed planning of tasks to be achieved in order to efficiently and
successfully operate must be implemented. Keep in mind that budget planning is also a key factor in
this stage, as costs, quality and time must find the right balance.
For an example timeline for a FINA World Championship please see Annex D
Implementing the aquatics event
The event has begun, however it must be kept on track. Your federation should appoint an event
leader who can identify and anticipate any potential problems.
Post-event strategy
The event was a success, now what? All that is left is to do is putting together a report on the
efficiency of the activities done, an evaluation of the results achieved, dissolving the team and
determining what lessons your federation can learn from the event for the future.

Sport sites and more
In addition to the aquatics complex where the competitions will be held, surrounding areas and sites
are just as important when hosting an aquatics competition. Many factors go into deciding where to
have these sites, such as: duration of event, number of athletes expected, number of spectators, level
of expected hospitality, etc.
There are some areas which are common to most events:
 Event headquarters and administration site


Receptions sites for VIPs and sport delegations



Accreditation sites



Accommodation sites



Athletes village
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Useful hints


Ensure the benefits of organising an aquatics event are inline with your overall
strategy



Ensure you allocate the necessary time and resources for each task



Ensure your technical requirements are met and that additional spacing is accounted
for
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Chapter 7.1 – The importance of continuous improvement
The benefits of this chapter
Developing your National aquatics Federation takes time, especially for smaller federations just
starting to establish aquatics sports in their country. Setting up effective management systems,
promoting your brand and growing your membership can be challenging and chances are, you may
have to try multiple strategies before determining what methods work best.
Refining processes at all levels of your federation is part of continuous improvement. The most
successful organisations in the world – business, non-profit, political, etc. – have developed formal
continuous improvement programmes that aim to make all organisational functions and resources
work better and more efficiently over time. Your federations can do the same thing, and in this chapter,
you will learn the basics of continuous improvement and how to integrate the concept into your
National aquatics Federation.

Introduction
Every competitive swimmer, diver and water polo athlete has gotten to the elite level through years of
practice and dedication. But these athletes have not simply repeated the same training exercises day
after day. Instead, these athletes and their coaches have regularly evaluated and refined their training
methods to ensure that the athlete’s using the best techniques to stay as competitive as possible in
the water.
As the leading organisation supporting aquatics athletes in your country, your federation should reflect
the same principles athletes use to stay competitive and perform at their full potential. By committing
to the idea of continuously improving your approach to managing and developing aquatics sports, you
can instil performance-driven values into your federation at every level. This can have a significant
impact on how your federation develops and how supportive and inspiring you can be for the athletes
you champion.
In this chapter, you can begin to understand the basic elements of continuous improvement and
strategies to implement the concept in your federation. Topics covered include:


What is continuous improvement?



What are the advantages of continuous improvement?



How and when should continuous improvement strategies be used?



What are the obstacles to continuous improvement and how can we overcome them?

While many companies and organisations implement highly sophisticated and complex continuous
improvement strategies, your federation should not feel overwhelmed by the concept. Instead, by
focusing on the basics of continuous improvement and the simple notion of always striving to do better
– just like your athletes do – you can help your federation grow in significant ways.

What is continuous improvement?
Company executives and human resources professionals have various definitions of continuous
improvement. But despite all the theoretical and academic study of continuous improvement, the
concept is quite simple.
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A solid definition of continuous improvement is:


The belief that an organisation must constantly measure the effectiveness of its processes
and strive to meet more difficult objectives to satisfy customers.

In other words, continuous improvement is about setting clear goals, having ways to measure
progress toward those goals, refining goals and strategies based on those measurements and setting
new goals over time to satisfy your customers.
So what are the basics of continuous improvement? It is more than just being committed to doing a
better job over time – it is about involving employees at all levels to make doing a better job an
inherent aspect of the way your federation functions. For example, consider your athletes. When they
dive in the pool each morning to practice, they probably are not thinking about the long-term benefits
of that morning’s practice. Rather, diving in the pool each morning is an inherent part of their lifestyle
(the way they function). They do it because getting better at their “job” is simply part of who they are.
The same can be true of your federation with basic continuous improvement strategies.
The following list includes some of the most important elements of continuous improvement:


Everyone is involved. Continuous improvement involves more than federation executives and
managers. All employees at all levels must be part of continuous improvement, including its
development, implementation and evaluation.



It is incremental. Continuous improvement is a step-by-step approach. It is not something your
federation can do over the course of a week, month or year and then stop doing because a
goal has been achieved. Rather, by incrementally improving the way your federation works,
you can integrate the concept into everything your federation does.



It is cyclical. In addition to being incremental, continuous improvement is a cycle instead of a
single goal – the process never ends. Goals are set, steps are taken to achieve them, the
effectiveness of those steps are evaluated and refined, goals are accomplished and new,
more challenging goals are set and the process starts again.



It is measurable. Swimmers would not be able to improve if they did not know their times in
each event. Similarly, your federation cannot improve the way it functions if the strategies and
processes being used at all levels – executive, management and staff – are not measurable.
With strategies for measurement and review, your federation can more accurately determine
how each process can be improved.

What are the advantages of continuous improvement?
It is easy to say that doing a better job over time is good for an organisation. But continuous
improvement has specific advantages that can help your federation improve its processes and
become more influential over time.
The following list highlights some of the most important advantages:


Generates “buy-in” and support from all employees. By involving every employee – from the
CEO to the maintenance staff of your federation – all employees can have a sense of
ownership and contribution to the federation’s larger mission. This is particularly true for larger
federations where the size of the organisation can begin to make individual employees feel
less
significant
or
more
detached
from
the
central
mission.
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Creates synergy between management and staff. Synchronised swimmers rely on synergy,
communication and mutual trust and understanding to deliver their most precise and
impressive performances. Your federation also needs synergy between your executive
management, department managers and general staff to be efficient and portray a positive
image to your customers. By bringing all levels of the organisation together to develop
continuous improvement strategies, each employee can have a better understanding of why
certain changes are being made and how those changes are good for aquatics sports and
internal federation operations.



Provides factual, objective basis for decision making. In many organisations, well-intentioned
changes to internal operations can be perceived as arbitrary decisions made by executives
who do not really understand what it takes for general staff to do their jobs. By creating
measurable, quantifiable strategies, your federation can explain how and why you are doing
certain things based on objective criteria. This increases transparency and makes staff and
customers feel more understanding and trusting of the decisions your federation makes.



Reinforces your image as an organisation driven by performance. In the sports community,
many organisations and federations operate in a way that is at odds with the basic concept
and ideals of athleticism which are striving to improve, dedication to achieving goals and
motivated by a desire to be the best. By creating continuous improvement strategies, you
demonstrate to your staff, your customers and your competitors that your federation is driven
by the same thing that your athletes are – performance. This image is a key element to being
perceived by the sports community as a serious, credible national aquatics federation. With
credibility, you can become more influential in sport at home and internationally.

How and when should continuous improvement strategies be used?
Many executives and managers think that the only time to develop improvement strategies is when
something is going wrong in an organisation. However, improvement strategies should take place all
the time, even when operations are running smoothly. In other words, there is always a better way to
do something – and never a best way. Instilling this concept across your organisation can help make
your organisation less process-driven and more project and performance-driven.
The following list includes some helpful tips for creating an effective continuous improvement
programme within your federation:


Start now. There is no reason to delay creating and implementing continuous improvement
strategies. The sooner you do, the sooner you can see the benefits.



Communicate before you create strategies. If continuous improvement is a new concept for
your federation, you will want to share with all employees why you are making this change.
The best way to communicate is having the leader of the organisation – perhaps the CEO or
Executive Director – share why the federation is instilling continuous improvement strategies
and what the benefits are for each employee. It is crucial to share with employees how they
will be affected and how federation leadership needs their help to drive the federation, and
aquatics sports in general, forward. Also, be sure to communicate in a personal manner. Most
national aquatics federations should be small enough that all employees can be brought
together and communicated in a face-to-face, personal manner. This will go a long way to
creating buy-in and support at all levels.
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Think big picture, then little picture. Once federation executives have communicated the
importance of continuous improvement, individual department managers should be
responsible for communicating more specifics to general employees. Employees will likely
have questions about what continuous improvement is, why it is necessary and how it will
affect the way work is done at the federation. Department managers are best equipped to
handle these specific questions, and it will create stronger bonds in the process.



Create goals and strategies. Each department (managers and staff) should sit down as a
group and determine what goals they want to achieve and develop strategies for
accomplishing them. The goals and strategies must be measurable to determine how effective
they are, and dates for review must be set up in advance so everyone knows when progress
will be reviewed.
For example, if the federation wants to get more exposure in sports media, then the marketing
department should sit together as a group and develop the goals and the strategies. A
measurable goal could be increasing the number of magazine articles written about the
federation by 25% over the next year. Measurable strategies could include increasing the
number of media contacts in your contact database, increasing the amount of contact the
department makes with media in the database and increase the volume of information
supplied to the media. And the interval for review could be every three months.



Assign roles clearly. Each member of the department should clearly understand what his or
her role is in executing strategies to achieve the stated goal. In the example of increasing
media exposure, the Marketing Manager may be responsible for oversight, while the
Marketing Coordinator is responsible for making more contact with the media and increasing
the volume of information supplied to them. The Marketing Assistant would be responsible for
increasing the number of contacts in the contact database.



Evaluate progress and refine strategies. As agreed to by the entire department, there should
be a review of progress every three months. First, the goal should be reviewed – have you
achieved or made progress toward your goal? Assume that 100 magazine articles were
written last year, so this year, your federation wants to increase that to 125. Over the first
three months since setting your goal, there have been 30 articles written, which is an
improvement over the 25 written during the same time period last year. So progress has been
made, but more may need to be done to achieve your goal of 125 by the end of the year.
So, the next step is evaluating your strategies and making adjustments to drive the overall
goal forward. The Marketing Manager determines that her oversight of the goal should
improve, so instead of checking in on progress once every two weeks, she will check progress
once every week. The Marketing Coordinator has made more contact with the media by
emailing more contacts and providing more information about an aquatics sport not typically
covered – in this case, Open Water Swimming. Over the next three months, he will provide
more information about open water swimming and synchronised swimming. And the Marketing
Assistant has entered 20 new contacts into the contact database. Over the next three months,
she will try to add 30 more.
Once the next three months are over, the same process of evaluation and refinement should
take place to track progress and improve the approach for achieving the goal.



Elevate your goals. Once you have achieved your goal, it is crucial to elevate your goals to a
higher level using the same process for setting and pursuing your goals. In the media
exposure example, assume that the Marketing Department achieved its goal of increasing
magazine coverage by 25%. The next step would be to broaden the scope of the department’s
goals. In this case, that could mean increasing magazine coverage by an additional 30% over
the coming year, or perhaps increasing exposure in other media – television, online, etc.
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Remember to celebrate. The emphasis on constantly doing better can potentially lead some
employees to feel like his or her work is never good enough. That is why it is crucial to
celebrate wins when they occur. Accomplishing goals should not be taken for granted or gone
unnoticed. Rather, those moments should be celebrated and communicated at all levels of the
federation. Doing so can inspire other departments and motivate everyone to continue the
cycle of continuous improvement.

What are the obstacles to continuous improvement and how can we overcome
them?
There will always be obstacles to implementing new philosophies or organisational strategies within
your federation. Change can make some people feel uncomfortable or resistant, which is quite natural.
Understanding that can help you address those challenges and get everyone in your federation onboard with the concept of continuous improvement.
The following list highlights some of the most common challenges, including tips for
overcoming them.


Challenge: The emphasis on continuous improvement makes managers and staff think that
executives are not satisfied with their work.
Tip: From the very beginning of any new continuous improvement programme, make sure that
the purpose of the programme is clearly communicated to all employees from your
federation’s leadership. It is typically best to communicate what continuous improvement is,
why it is important and how it will affect and enhance work within the federation. Be as
transparent as possible and allow employees to ask questions and share their thoughts



Challenge: Employees seem confused or concerned about changes related to continuous
improvement.
Tip: Before employees can make contributions to the federation in general, they need to know
how continuous improvement will affect them and how they do their job. Make sure
department managers are fully informed and equipped to answer employee questions and
explain why continuous improvement is a good thing for all employees on a personal level
(e.g. they will develop new skills, have greater ownership of their role and have direct impact
on the work being done and decisions being made). Once employees are comfortable with
how change will affect them personally, they can begin to look beyond their own work and
contribute to the larger mission of your federation.



Challenge: Employees understand the importance of continuous improvement and want to
improve, but they express that they do not have the resources or know-how to improve certain
operations within the federation.
Tip: Human and financial resources will vary between National Federations, so federation
leaders must be realistic about what can be improved and how quickly. When availability of
resources exists, provide your staff with useful training in areas that could improve productivity
and efficiency – for example, computer training, presentation skills or negotiating skills
training. Consult with employees to understand what skills they need and allow them to be a
part of the process when selecting training courses. Also, consider developing opportunities
for departments within the federation to share best practices with each other. This builds a
sense of teamwork, and also reduces the cost of finding external training providers.



Challenge: Employees have helped you develop new strategies and they are using those
strategies in the way they work, but federation executives really do not know how well they are
working.
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Tip: Employee input should not end in the development phase of continuous improvement
strategies. Rather, employee input should be a part of every step in the continuous
improvement cycle. So, once strategies have been implemented, make sure that a feedback
mechanism is in place to understand what employees think about the strategies. Potential
feedback mechanisms could be monthly meetings, a suggestion box or sending out an email
asking for regular feedback. In addition to receiving feedback, you will strengthen employee
engagement and you may discover new ideas and suggestions that drive the continuous
improvement cycle forward.

Continuous improvement is more than just a generic term that expresses the ideals of always striving
to do better. Instead, continuous improvement is an actual strategy that high-performing organisations
use to make “doing better” a real, tangible part of the way the organisation operates.
For national aquatics federation – many of which may be small and in the early stages of development
– continuous improvement strategies may be quite simple. And that’s OK. The most important part is
that the concept of continuous improvement be fully integrated into the way you work. Instead of
simply checking projects off a list of things to do, there should be opportunities before, during and after
projects are completed to engage employees in learning from each project and developing better,
more impactful ways of completing them in the future.

Useful tips


Communicate, communicate, communicate. With regard to continuous improvement, you
cannot really over-communicate. By explaining the importance of continuous improvement
and any changes associated with it, you can help employees overcome any initial hesitations
so they can focus on improving the federation and driving the mission forward.



Involve employees as much as possible. No employee ever wants to feel like they are simply
reacting to what their bosses tell them to do. Instead, they want to feel like they have a voice,
especially regarding matter that affects their jobs directly. So, allow employees to be part of
developing, implementing and evaluating any continuous improvement strategy.



Highlight improvements whenever possible. When new strategies prove to be useful within
your organisation, make a dedicated effort to showcase that across the federation. Employees
need to see the product of their work and know that it is appreciated – just like a swimmer
needs to see his/her times get faster after making changes to his/her training routine.
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Chapter 7.2 – Presentation skills
The benefits of this chapter
As leaders of your federation, you will likely need to represent and speak on behalf of the federation in
many different situations – both formal and informal. As such, it is very important that you make the
best impression possible, and part of doing so requires strong, effective presentation skills.
In this chapter, you will learn some simple but impactful strategies and tips for developing and
delivering presentation. By making strong impressions on audiences with which your federation
interacts – international aquatics community, national sports community, media, athletes, sponsors,
fans, etc. – you can develop more credibility as an organisation and have a large impact on the future
of your federation and aquatics sports in general.

Introduction
Even the most successful CEOs and public officials can find giving speeches or presentations
intimidating. And often times, these individuals have other people helping them draft what to say or
design PowerPoint presentations on their behalf. Considering the limited resources that your
federation may have, this extra help may not be possible. So, it may be entirely up to you to create
effective presentations and make positive first impressions.
The effectiveness of any presentation is 20% what you say and 80% how you say it. So, the key is to
approach the process from a step-by-step strategic approach. With simple techniques, you can take
complex or high-volume information and condense it into a presentation that is easy to understand
and accomplishes its desired impact.
In this chapter, you will learn about the fundamental aspects of effective presentations. Topics covered
include:


How can you design and deliver formal presentations?



How can you present yourself in informal settings to have maximum impact?

These strategies may only be a starting point, but with practice, they can become a critical part of your
skill set that will serve you and your federation for years to come. Even Michael Phelps and Ian
Thorpe had to learn and practice the most basic stroke techniques before becoming world record
holders and Olympic champions.

How can you design and deliver formal presentations?
The best presentations follow some very simple guidelines. By approaching your presentation from the
following five-step process, you can greatly increase the chances that your presentation will have its
desired effect.
These five steps include:
1) Define the situation
2) Create the storyline
3) Design the visuals
4) Customise the visuals
5) Deliver the presentation
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To illustrate these five steps, let’s develop an example across all five steps. Imagine that as the
Executive Director of your national aquatics federation, you are delivering a presentation to your
National Olympic Committee (NOC) asking for more funding for the next four years. With the following
five steps, you can make this challenging task manageable and results-oriented.
Step 1: Define the situation
Once you know that you will need to give a presentation, the first step is to ask yourself the following
question: Why am I giving this presentation and what precisely do I want to accomplish? By clearly
identifying the goal of your presentation, you can craft your remarks in such a way that drives you
toward that desired effect. And not all presentations are the same. Presentations can be used for
many purposes – to inform, motivate, persuade, etc. Be clear with yourself about what you want to
achieve.
Think of your presentation as the vehicle that will get your audience from Point A to Point B. Point A is
where they are now – uninformed, unmotivated or unconvinced. Point B is where you want them to be
at the end of your presentation – informed, motivated or persuaded.
In the case of presenting to your NOC, your goal is to convince the NOC to grant you more funding for
the next four years. As such, you will want to make sure that you design and deliver your presentation
in a way that persuades the audience.
To understand where your audience is now – Point A – you need to ask yourself a few questions,
including:


Who is the audience? Are you presenting to athletes, sponsor management, or perhaps to
FINA? In our example, your audience is the Board of Directors of your NOC.



How familiar are they with the subject of your presentation? As the organisation in charge of
funding each Olympic sport in your country, you can assume that the audience knows the
funding process quite well, as well as events and issues related to your sport. So, your
presentation should not focus too much on informing the NOC about aquatics sports. Instead,
you will want to highlight reasons why your sport should receive more funding.



How interested are they in the topic? Knowing that will help you determine how much time you
have to spend generating interest in your presentation. In this example, the NOC is likely to be
very interested in hearing your request, so you should be able to get the main point of your
presentation quickly after a few introductory remarks.



What is their WIIFM (What’s in it for me)? Getting your audience interested in your
presentation is directly related to the impact that the topic has on the audience. If the audience
does not perceive the presentation to be relevant to their interests, they likely will not be that
engaged in the presentation or remember what you said during the presentation. In our
example, the WIIFM for the NOC is clearly related to the potential to win more medals at
international competition, including the Olympic Games, and developing sports that have
many medal opportunities.



Why might they be resistant or opposed to what you are going to say? You must understand
the “climate” of the audience in order to develop effective remarks. If your audience has a
reason to be suspicious of you or predisposed to disagree with you, you will have to make an
effort to get them on-board before you try to persuade them. Other audiences may be more
open and unbiased to your remarks, in which case you may not have to strategise quite as
much in this step. In the NOC example, imagine that your federation received more funding
four years ago but did not win more medals at the Olympic Games. The NOC may not be sure
whether granting additional funds to aquatics sports is worth the potential return on
investment.
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Now that you know where Point A is, you can start to think about where you want them to be at the
end of your remarks – Point B. To do that, ask yourself the following questions:


What do you want to achieve in ten words or less? Being able to articulate the goal of your
presentation is key to making the presentation clear and impactful, especially when trying to
persuade an audience. In our example, the goal could of the presentation is “receiving more
funding for the next four years.”



How will you know that you have moved your audience from Point A to Point B? Being able to
determine the effect of your presentation is key to developing the presentation in the first
place. To do that, you need to develop some form of measurement. When trying to persuade
or motivate, this usually means that the audience has taken the action you wanted them to
take. In this case, you will know you have moved your audience if they decide to grant your
request for more funding.



What will happen if you do not move your audience to Point B? Anticipating what you will do if
you sense that you have not moved your audience is an important part of an effective
presentation. Doing so can help you adapt your presentation, if necessary, to accomplish your
goal, than at the very least, help you refine your presentation strategy in the future.

In addition to the content of your presentation, you will also want to define the situation externally,
meaning the physical set up and organisation of the presentation venue. Adapting your physical
environment can have a big impact on influencing your audience, including the following elements:


Seating: Make sure every member of the audience can see you. In smaller groups, seating the
audience in a V-shape with you at the front can keep attention focused on you and your
comments.



Audio-visual equipment: Make sure you fully understand what type of equipment is available
and how to use it. Practice ahead of time, especially if you need develop your understanding
of how certain devices work. There is nothing more distracting during a presentation than a
presenter that cannot operate equipment effectively. In addition, it can make you look
unprepared, which can jeopardise your credibility.



Position of the podium: If you are speaking at a podium, be as close to the projection monitor
as possible. And in societies where individuals read from left to right, stand on the left side of
any visual aides – this draws the audience to you before the focus on your visuals. In societies
where they read from right to left, consider switching to the other side.



Microphones: In larger settings where you may need a microphone, secure a wireless
microphone if at all possible, even when speaking at a podium. This allows you to interact
more freely with the audience and presents fewer distractions.

Step 2: Create the storyline
Your presentation must follow a clear, logical sequence for your audience to follow it easily and take
interest in what you say. Effective storylines for presentation typically follow a seven-part sequence,
including:


Part 1 – Opening. The opening is one of the most important parts of getting your audience to
really listen. You have about 90 seconds to capture their interest. They will want to know why
they should listen, and if you can answer that question convincingly, they will want to know
how that can use what you will share with them.
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Some good techniques for capturing interest in your opening remarks include:
o Asking a direct question to the audience
o

Citing a striking statistic

o

A look backward or forward

o

An emotional anecdote or thought-provoking quotation

In our NOC example, an effective opening would take into account that the audience may not
be exceedingly favourable to you because aquatics sports did not win more medals at the
previous Olympics despite increased funding. So, you may want to cite specific statistics that
demonstrate how aquatics sports athletes in your country have improved over the last four
years (e.g. placement at World Championships, or overall improved placements at the
Olympics even though more medals were not won). These statistics capture interest and may
spark interest from your audience that gets them to listen further.


Part 2 – Main arguments with the WIIFM. Following your opening remarks, you want to briefly
explain why you are presenting and why it is important. You will want to express your
strongest arguments and share with the audience the WIIFM. In the case of the NOC
presentation, you would want to express how many medal opportunities are available in
aquatics sports and how much progress aquatics athletes have made in the previous four
years with the funding they received – having more could drive performance results even
further.



Part 3 – Overview. Briefly provided an overview or outline of what you are going to share. This
section is similar to a table of contents in a book. It is useful for the audience to have a sense
of where the presentation is going so they can stay focused on what you are saying without
being distracted about where all that information is leading. Showing them the logical order of
your presentation will assure them that the presentation has a clear purpose.



Part 4 – Housekeeping. Before starting the main body of your presentation, tell your audience
how long the presentation should last, when breaks will occur (if necessary) and how
questions will be answered (during the presentation or at the end). Doing these things gives
your audience a sense of the structure, which allows them to focus their attention on the
content.



Part 5 – Main body. The main body of your presentation is where you take the focus of your
presentation (in our example, requesting more funding for aquatics sports) and give it a flow
that makes sense and moves your audience (showing how and why increased funding is a
good investment for the NOC).
The main body should follow a logical, consistent flow, and there are some useful strategies to
provide that structure and consistency. The flow should be structured like a pyramid according
to the following principles:
o

Conclusions before arguments

o

Concepts before examples

o

Most important first

In addition to these pyramid concepts, your presentation should follow a flow structure that
organises your ideas in a logical way. Examples include:
o

Chronological: organise clusters of ideas along a timeline
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o

Numerical: present a series of loosely connected ideas, facts or arguments

o

Physical: organise clusters of ideas according to geographic location

o

Spatial: organise ideas conceptually according to a spatial arrangement (e.g. house,
pyramid, building blocks, etc.)

o

Problem/solution: describe a problem and provide solutions

o

Issues/actions: organise the presentation around key issues and propose actions to
address them

o

Features/benefits: organise the presentation around a series of programmes or
services and describe the benefit of each one

In the NOC presentation, you may want to consider the chronological flow structure. By
presenting your case in terms of what happened during the previous four years (showing the
progress made in aquatics sports during that time) and what will happen with increased
funding over the next four years, you can provide structure and show your audience a step-bystep strategy for producing a solid return on the NOC’s investment in aquatics sports.


Part 6 – Summary. When you have finished the main content of your presentation, summarise
the key points. But do not add any new information. Instead, clarify the WIIFM, reinforce the
goal of the presentation, describe any further actions necessary and seek agreement or
consensus from your audience.



Part 7 – Conclusion. The conclusion is simply the end of your summary. Close your remarks
with “next steps” to give your audience a sense that your presentation is actionable.

Step 3: Design the visuals
Visual aides are a critical part of an effective presentation. Many people are visually-oriented, meaning
they process information more thoroughly through pictures, graphs and charts than they do through
spoken words. As such, having visual aides can make your presentation more impactful, as well as
provide visual interest for an otherwise monotonous series of speeches and spoken remarks.
The best option is to use presentation software such as PowerPoint. Programmes like these allow you
to create simple slides that convey information clearly and cleanly. In the NOC example, PowerPoint
slides could be especially useful to show the improvement in results over the previous four years with
graphs or charts. You could also use a pie chart to show how money received from the NOC was
distributed, and how you may alter the percentage of funds to target areas that could improve
performance results even further.
In whichever way you choose to incorporate visual aides, there are some important things to keep in
mind to make sure your visual aides have the strongest impact possible. These include:


Keep the focus on you, not the visuals. While the visual aides should be pleasing to the eye,
they should not become the focus of the presentation. By keeping slides simple and not
overly-designed you can generate visual interest without distracting your audience.



Refer to slides, don’t read from them. The slides should assist you in delivering your main
points – they should not be a word-for-word representation of your presentation. Presenters
who simply read from their slides are not impactful and they quickly lose the attention and
respect of their audience.
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Make slides simple. To keep interest on you and your main points, follow a minimalist
approach to visuals. Use simple graphics, short words and phrases and limit your colour
choices to one or two that are professional and easy to see. Bright colours may attract
attention, but they can be distracting and appear juvenile. Instead, opt for dark background
with white text, or white background with dark text.



Use 4x4 principle: Don’t overload your slides with lots of text. Instead, try to use a maximum of
four lines with four words each. Those four lines should use fonts consistently and use capital
letters sparingly. Keep fonts to 24 point or allow for lots of blank space of the slide – this helps
the audience see more clearly and focus on specific points.



Avoid abbreviations and jargon. You do not want to alienate or confuse your audience by
assuming they know more than they do. Especially in audiences unfamiliar with your topic,
spell proper names completely and define any jargon before using it in your presentation.



Highlight quantitative data convincingly. Using graphs and charts can be very persuasive and
effective, but you must present these visuals clearly and simply. The chart should convey an
obvious message, which should be easy to understand without much explanation. Consider
making the main point of the chart the actual title of the slide. Keeping things simple is key to
making visuals effective.

Step 4: Customise your visuals
For presentations that you may deliver multiple times, it is imperative to customise visuals for each
audience. This keeps the presentation precise and relevant for each audience, and also provides you
as the presenter with some variety to keep you engaged. Helpful ways to customise your presentation
include:


Customise the opening slide with the date, location and name of the audience



Include a logo of the audience organisation on each slide (in corner or centered on the
bottom)



Show photos and visuals relevant to that specific audience

Step 5: Deliver the presentation
Once you have developed the content of your presentation, put that content into a logical structure
and created visual aides that help you make your main points, you are ready to actually address your
audience and deliver the presentation. The following are some useful techniques to help you “make a
splash” on the day of the presentation:
 Your appearance matters. Your audience will see you before they hear you, so first
impressions will be partly based on how you look. Dress professionally for your audience and
don’t wear anything that is too bright, revealing or distracting.


Review last minute details. Sometimes the smallest issues can have the biggest impact on
how you present and how your audience perceives you. These include:
o

Be on time – getting to the location at least 30 minutes in advance gives you time to
prepare, set up equipment and relax before presenting

o

Remember a copy of your speech (hard copy and digital), business cards, useful
handouts and any other materials that may be requested from you
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Remember the four Cs.
o

Clarity – Speak loudly and clearly and act in a way that shows command of the
material

o

Consistency – Find your style and stick to it (don’t joke and then be really serious right
after)

o

Control – Stay in control of the audience, yourself and the time at all times

o

Confidence – Know your material thoroughly, show that you know it and admit it when
you don’t know something

Answer questions effectively. It may sound simple, but the way you answer questions can
greatly impact the way your presentation is received, especially when trying to persuade your
audience. Consider the following hints when answering questions from the audience:
o

Never interrupt a questioner, even if you already know the answer to their question

o

Take a breath before answering a question – this keeps you from interrupting and
shows the audience that you respect their question by taking time to formulate a
thoughtful answer

o

Maintain eye contact with the questioner while he or she is asking the question, then
address the entire audience when answering the question

o

Repeat the question to make sure the entire audience heard it – this is especially
important when microphones are not available or groups are especially large

How can you present yourself in informal settings to have maximum impact?
Presentation skills can also be useful for more than only formal presentations. As leaders of your
national aquatics federation, you will likely be in many environments – conferences, sporting events,
press conferences, etc. – where opportunities to meet other people and share information about your
sport present themselves. As such, there are some helpful and easy to use tips that can make the
difference between a standard conversation and a dynamic interaction that leads to deeper
relationships within the sports world. These tips include:


Be prepared. You never know when you may have an opportunity to discuss your sport or
make a contact that could help you grow aquatics sports in important ways. Attending a sports
conference or even sitting in the airport, you may find yourself with a unique chance to make
an important first impression. Knowing what is happening in your sport, as well as knowing
who’s who in other sports (including trends in sports performance and sports business) can
open doors you may not have known even existed.



Know what you want to say. Even though you may be prepared to meet new people in diverse
settings, you may not be fully prepared to make the critical first impression. A helpful way to
make an impact in a short period of time is using a 30-second “elevator speech.” This
technique gets its name from a scenario in which you are on an elevator with an influential
person and you have 30 seconds to make your case. In the context of your National
Federation, your elevator speech should summarise who you are and the mission, values and
general direction of your sport and your organisation. Your “speech” should make people
curious to learn more about you and your federation, so create some interest by including
specific examples of what your federation has accomplished or is working to accomplish.
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Use the basics. Never underestimate the importance of a firm handshake, eye contact and
active listening skills. By showing that you are a professional and know how to engage with
other people, you can often set yourself apart from others who lack those basic skills.



Have your business card handy. Always travel with plenty of business cards to hand out when
you meet new people. Carrying them in your wallet or purse – even when you are not
travelling on business – is a good idea because you typically always have these with you and
you never know when you might meet someone who could be useful to your federation in the
future.

Useful tips
Use this hint a starting point for your skills:


The key is practicing presentation skills is to make them a regular part of the way your
federation operates. Just like a synchronised swim team has to demonstrate certain required
elements in their routines, your federation can think of presentation skills as required elements
of your federation’s skills set that will move aquatics sports forward.
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Chapter 7.3 – Selling and influencing skills
The benefits of this chapter
Your ability to develop your federation – increase membership, attract more fans, sign more sponsors,
etc. – is directly related to your ability to sell to and influence key audiences. Just like a coach has to
convince a swimmer that an extra ten laps today will pay off in the future, your federation has to be
able to persuade key audiences that being a part of your federation is a win-win situation for all parties
involved.
In this chapter, you will learn the fundamentals of effective sales and influencing techniques. These
techniques can be used in many facets of your federation, including developing presentations,
developing strategic sales and marketing plans and getting elite athletes to help you promote and
brand the sport in your country.
The point is not to become a salesperson or “trick” others to do something that is not in their interest.
Rather, sales and influencing is about explaining to key audiences how partnering with your federation
would be good for you and good for them. With proper planning and execution, you can convey the
values of your sport and your federation in a way that grows participation, loyalty and financial support.

Introduction
No new business or non-profit organisation ever became successful without having to sell goods and
services and influence important audiences (e.g. investors, consumers, vendors, etc.). The same is
true for sports federations. While your organisation may not be primarily focused on generating profit,
revenues are still important. Plus, you need to sell and influence in order to drive other growth and
productivity markers, including membership, sponsorship and event attendance.
Selling and influencing are distinct yet interrelated concepts. For the purposes of this handbook, we
will address each one separately and point out ways that they inform each other. The following
chapter will provide details on the following topics:


What is the difference between marketing and sales and why are they important?



How can you market effectively to existing aquatics sports partners?



How can you market effectively to prospective aquatics sports partners?



How can you turn good marketing into good sales?



What are some basic hints to influence people in positive ways?

The key to any good marketing, sales or influencing strategy is to have good products and services
and believe in the quality of them. Once others experience the quality of your brand, the power of
“word of mouth” can develop your federation further and create a cycle that benefits your federation
and those associated with it.

What is the difference between marketing and sales?
Marketing and sales are interrelated, but not entirely the same. They are both focused on your
consumer or partner – for a national aquatics federation, consumers and partners include athletes,
member clubs, media, sponsors, fans, vendors and other key groups with whom you partner to
develop your federation. However, marketing is about understanding what your partners want. Selling
is about understanding how your partners choose.
For example, if you know that sponsors want to gain more exposure to young swimmers, then you can
market your federation’s service offerings in a way that showcases your activities and events for
young swimmers. To convince sponsors to partner with you (thereby “selling” your services), you have
to understand what factors will influence their decision making. These factors could include the
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sponsor’s financial resources, existing partnerships with competitors and who within the sponsor’s
organisation will make the final decision.

How can you market effectively to existing aquatics sports partners?
When approaching your federation’s marketing strategy, it important to make adjustments depending
on whether you are marketing to a new or existing customer or partner. First, let’s consider why
marketing to existing partners is important and how your federation can approach it.
Marketing to existing partners is important because your federation can:


Achieve high return on investment. It is always easier to market and sell to existing partners
because both sides have knowledge of each other’s strengths and weaknesses.



Access to more senior contacts. The longer a partnership exists, the deeper your contacts will
become with that organisation, which strengthens your federation’s network of contacts.



Access to more revenue-producing projects. Once you have demonstrated the value of your
service offerings, partners are more likely to pursue bigger projects and partnerships that can
potentially generate more revenue for your federation.

How you should market your federation to existing partners depends on whether or not the
partner is aware of the need for your service offerings. If partners know there is a need, then
you should be super-pleasing in your marketing strategy. That means:
 Going the extra mile on current engagements. Show existing partners that you care by doing
the best work possible on present projects.


Increasing the amount of client contact. Make sure the client sees and understands the quality
of your brand and your personnel.



Building the business relationship. Strengthen the business connection between your
federation and your partner by showing interest in helping your partner expand their business
interests.



Building the personal relationship. Never underestimate the power of personal relationships.
Being likeable and getting along with your customers and partners can go a long way in
growing existing partnerships.

If a current partner does not know that a need exists, then your federation should take a nurturing
approach to marketing. This means helping your partner discover the need without having to be too
aggressive. A nurturing marketing approach includes:
 Creating opportunities to demonstrate competence. Find opportunities as a federation to show
your strength in certain areas (e.g. access to certain markets, values of your sport, reputation
for excellence, etc.).


Gathering evidence of the new need. Be able to point out examples of areas where the
partner could benefit from your service offerings.



Creating awareness of the new need. Once you have the evidence that a need exists,
demonstrate to your partner that the need exists.



Asking the right person at the right time. With examples in hand and forward planning,
approach the person who can make decisions (or has access to the person who can) and
choose your timing carefully – make sure he or she is in the right environment and in the right
mood to hear what you have to say.
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How can you market effectively to prospective aquatics sports partners?
In addition to deepening your engagement with existing partners, it is also important to
consider attracting new partners. Marketing to new customers and partners is important for
your federation because you can:


Become less dependent on each partner. The more diverse your partnerships and sources of
revenue, the more freedom and leverage you have to create partnerships that more fully
achieve your federation’s specific goals.



Develop new contacts. Marketing to new partners leads to more contacts, which are always
helpful in developing new opportunities for your federation – even ones you may not have
previously considered.



Generate new types of projects. Marketing to new partners can lead to new types of projects
for your federation, which can open doors to new markets and also keep your staff engaged in
the work of the federation.

So, how can you market your federation to new prospective partners? The key is to take a
courting approach. This includes:


Demonstrating, not asserting. Marketing works best when you use data and examples of the
quality of your work to show prospective clients the value of your service – simply telling them
will not motivate them to partner with you.



Seducing, not assaulting. Marketing to new clients is an art, so be careful not to overwhelm
prospective clients with constant contact or ultimatums – instead, thoughtfully develop the
relationship and find the right opportunities to introduce and promote your service offerings.



Showing up in-person. Only face-to-face, in-person marketing will help you win a new partner.
Talk with prospective partners at events and conferences, or set up face-to-face meetings
during which you can share the value and quality of your services.

Although it may sound silly, marketing to new partners is actually quite similar to courting someone
romantically. Before you can ask a potential mate to marry you (or make the sale), you have to
demonstrate and not simply say that you care and would be a good mate, court them not force them
into wanting to partner with you, and be available face-to-face to develop the relationship and
establish trust.

How can you turn good marketing into good sales?
Good marketing is necessary for sales, but good marketing alone cannot produce any real revenue or
solidify new partnerships. Once you have generated interest in partnering with your federation (or
broadening an existing partnership), you can focus on finalising partnership agreements.
To sell effectively, you need to know that someone wants to busy what you are selling. In the
case of a national aquatics federation, potential partners want to know two things about you:
1) Can your federation do what you say you can do? Potential partners will analyse your
technical qualifications, track record of performance and objective documentation (e.g. data,
financials, etc.) to answer this question.
2) If your federation can do what you say you can, then does your potential partner want to work
with your federation? Potential partners will make subjective judgments to answer this
question, including references from other partners, your federation’s reputation, quality of
personal interactions with your federation, etc.
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Because the first question is more objective in nature, it is more difficult to influence. However,
assuming your federation has the technical ability to provide certain services or opportunities to
prospective partners, there are some key elements that a prospective partner may be looking for that
could make it more likely that they want to work with your federation.
These include:


Clues. Small actions that are meaningful for their symbolism, including being available at odd
hours, returning phone calls quickly and remembering personal details about a person’s life.



Tailored preparation. When you interact with a potential partner, make sure your comments
and presentation are specific to that partner. If a swimwear company is interested in
sponsoring your federation, you may not want to emphasise parts of your general sales
strategy that focus on grassroots development programmes or other topics that may not be of
interest to your potential partner.



Something new. If there is something new or unique that your federation offers to a
prospective partner (e.g. access to new markets, new events, etc.), emphasise it. New
opportunities usually spark interest, so they will get prospective partners to listen more
carefully.



Evidence of your competence and understanding. Be sure to have practical, tangible
examples of the benefits of partnering with your federation.



Focus on their interests, not yours. By making it clear that you understand and care about
your partner’s interests in a prospective engagement, you show them that you are not making
a sale simply for the sake of making a sale.



Help from the beginning. Be useful from the start and show prospective partners how quickly
and proactively you can meet their needs.



Sympathetic understanding. When interacting with individuals one-on-one, it is helpful to show
the other person that you understand their role in an organisation – emphasise how a potential
partnership could help them in their own job and they may be more likely to recommend a
partnership with your federation to those who make the finals decisions.

What are some basic hints for influencing people in positive ways?
A significant component of marketing and sales is influencing others in positive ways. Some people
think that marketing and sales is about “tricking” people or getting them to do something that is not in
their interest. However, as a national aquatics federation, influencing others should be seen in more
positive terms. You want to influence important audiences – athletes, media, sponsors, fans – in a way
that shows them how they can benefit from involvement in and support of aquatics sports. That should
be seen as win-win for everyone.
So how can you influence people in positive ways? It all begins with developing trust. The following
hints provide some useful strategies that your federation can integrate with its marketing and sales
initiatives, as well as other important components of growing your federation.
These hints include:


Talk about them, not you. Good sales people say “you,” not “I.” A key to influencing others is
appealing to their interests – they will not be interested in working with you until they know
what is in it for them.
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Details matter. When marketing to potential partners and building your relationship with them,
it is critical to remember the smaller details of interpersonal interactions. Little things like
dressing professionally, turning your cell phone off during meetings and sending thank you
emails all make important impressions that highlight your professionalism and keep partners
focused on the matter at hand.



Timing is everything. It is crucial to approach prospective partners at the right time when
proposing new engagements. As a general rule, people are generally more responsive and
prepared to listen at the beginning of the day and at the end of the week. So Friday mornings
can be a good time to market and sell your service offerings.



Start small. Even though you may see the long-term benefit of an engagement with a new or
existing partner, your partner may need more time to see how beneficial the partnership is.
So, while it is useful to show prospective partners your vision of the entire engagement
“chain,” just focus on selling them the “first link.” Additional links will come when you
demonstrate how valuable your services are.

Useful tips
Keys to effective marketing and sales:


Understand the nature of your relationship with current and prospective partners.
By knowing what they want and how they decide how to get it, you can develop strategies that
appeal to their needs and influence their decision making.



Remember that you are trying to influence others because you care about aquatics sports in
your country.



Keep your passion in mind as you work hard to grow your federation. This will help motivate
you, even when work gets challenging.
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Chapter 7.4 – Negotiation skills
The benefits of this chapter
Many think that negotiation is reserved for high-powered executives or lawyers sitting in the board
room figuring out what big decision to make next. But the truth is, professionals at all levels can benefit
from developing stronger negotiation skills.
Negotiation skills are useful in all aspects of a national sports federation. Executives must negotiate
sponsorship agreements and departmental budgets. Managers have to negotiate conflicts within their
departments and often negotiate staff salaries. And staff must negotiate with vendors to secure
competitive rates and work with media to negotiate the terms of interview requests and access to
athletes.
This chapter is designed to help you strengthen your negotiation skills and become more comfortable
with the idea of negotiating. By practicing these skills and integrating them into your professional skill
set, you can gain a competitive advantage over those with whom you are negotiating and advance the
interests and development of your federation.

Introduction
Negotiation is typically required to settle some form of conflict. And not all forms of conflict are
negative or adversarial in nature. Rather, when two (or more) sides have unique interests – in other
words, the interests of the two sides are in conflict – coming to a resolution will likely involve
negotiation.
And conflict is simply unavoidable. As a national aquatics federation, what is best for you, your staff,
your members and your federation’s development will not always be what is best for other relevant
groups. This means that learning effective negotiating skills can help your federation represent its
interest with as much influence and impact as possible.
Of course, the most desirable outcome of negotiation is a “win-win” resolution. So how can your
federation use negotiating skills effectively so that everyone feels like their interests are understood,
appreciated and represented in the final outcome? This chapter provides some fundamental strategies
and hints that can take your negotiating skills to the next level. Topics covered include:


What is the key to effective negotiation?



How should negotiations be structured to promote a “win-win” outcome?



What does a successful negotiation outcome look like?

Negotiation is about more than simply solving a problem or a dispute – it is also an opportunity to
understand your partners more thoroughly, prioritise the interests of your federation and strengthen
your trust in and relationships with important audiences. By learning a good balance between “give”
and “take,” your federation can advance its interests while staying mindful of the interests of other
groups important to your federation’s development.

What is the key to effective negotiation?
As mentioned, the goal of negotiation is a win-win resolution. This is particularly true for sports
federations because they want to ensure their interests are being served, yet they do not want to
alienate important partners in the process.
Effective negotiation depends on one key ingredient: clear communication. Both parties in a
negotiation want to feel that they have fully expressed their position, that the other party has listened
carefully and that the other part understands the basis of their position. Once the parties feel that
these three conditions have been met, both parties can begin to consider mutually-beneficial solutions.
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So, effective communication requires three essential skills: speaking, listening and understanding.
Each of these skills is dependent on the others, which means you cannot achieve an effective
negotiation without each one. Let’s take a look at each skill and consider ways that you can
demonstrate competence with each one.
Speaking
Each party in a negotiation wants to speak their mind, and sometimes the desire to be heard can
become more important than the final outcome. Fortunately, there are some helpful hints that can
make the speaking component of a negotiation organised and productive. These include:


Plan ahead. Planning your thoughts and remarks in advance can help the process run more
smoothly. Waiting until the moment of negotiation could make you feel unprepared, which
could make you defensive and a less effective negotiator.



Agree on what the issue is. At the beginning of any successful negotiation, both parties should
be able to agree a clear, concise statement that summarises the core issue. Verbally confirm
that both sides understand and keep focus on that core issue.



Prepare an opening statement. Before negotiating a resolution, both sides should present their
position in an opening statement. No interruptions should occur during this time.



Use “I” statements. During opening statements and throughout the negotiation process, use “I”
statements – I feel, I think, I believe – that keep focus on what your position is. Using “you”
statements – you didn’t, you wouldn’t, you seem – can be perceived by the other party as
blaming, which will distract both sides from the goal of resolving the problem.



Emphasise shared concerns. Shared concerns – not individual issues – should be the focus of
the entire negotiation. This will keep resolution in mind and make the tone of the negotiation
more cooperative and less combative.

Listening
Active listening is a necessary skill for any successful professional, especially during negotiations. It is
simply defined as concentrating all your attention of the other person when he or she is speaking. By
listening actively, you can generate goodwill and understanding, which can drive discussions to a
mutually desirable outcome. Here are some helpful hints to demonstrate that you are actively listening
during negotiations:


Don’t interrupt. The fastest way to show that you are not listening is to interrupt. It shows the
other party that you are only thinking about your own position and trying to defend it. Even if
the other side says something that frustrates you or is factually inaccurate, just wait. You will
have a chance to respond.



Encourage the other side to share their thoughts. You can show interest and make the
negotiation more like a conversation if you engage the other side with genuine questions
about how they feel about certain issues and points you have made.



Give feedback. Once you listen closely and completely to what the other side says, feel free to
share how you feel. Just remember to present your feedback in a polite, diplomatic way. Do
not become defensive or make accusations. Instead, make the dialogue a conversation that
gets everyone moving toward a resolution.



Maintain eye contact. Always look at the other party while they are talking. Looking down or
around the room can suggest that you are not fully engaged and that you are not even
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considering what the other side is saying. Eye contact says that you care and that you are
interested in working together to resolve the issue.
Understanding
No two people ever agreed on anything without having a common understanding of what the problem
is and what the solution should be. Both sides need to feel understood before a resolution can be
reached. In addition to the listening skills listed above, consider these hints as other effective ways to
promote understanding during negotiations:


Ask for clarification. Once you have listened closely and completely to the other side, be sure
to ask for any clarification that you may need. Questions such as “I understood you to say
(insert summary of comments here) is this correct?” Doing so shows the other side that you
are genuinely interested in understanding their perspective, which can also give you an
opportunity to clear up any misperceptions, factual details or simple misunderstandings.



Watch body language and facial expressions. Sometimes we are not conscious of our body
language or facial expressions when we are talking to others. However, during negotiations, it
is critical that you think about how you are being perceived. Blank expressions, poor posture,
wild hand gestures and folded arms can suggest an unwillingness to listen and cooperate.
Instead, nod your head, look alert and stay calm.



Act on observations. If you feel like the other party is getting frustrated or having a hard time
expressing themselves, reassure them that you want to be helpful. Comments such as, “You
seem strained. Is there something I can do to help?” or “Would you like to take a five minute
break?” can ease the tension in the room. They also indicate your desire to be helpful and
reach a solution.

How should negotiations be structured?
Clear communication may be the key to effective negotiation, but the way negotiations are set up and
conducted is also important to facilitating a timely, agreeable resolution. There are some basic
guidelines that you can follow to make sure negotiations are fair, well organised and comfortable.
These guidelines include:


Plan ahead. Make sure negotiations take place at a mutually agreed time and place.
Negotiations can be biased even before they start if one side feels rushed or unprepared.



Choose a neutral setting. Agree to a location that does not favour one side over the other. For
example, if your federation is negotiating with a potential sponsor, neither organisation’s
headquarters would be a wise choice. Instead, agree to meet at a hotel conference room or
other quiet, neutral location that is comfortable and convenient.



If necessary, use a mediator. If the conflict is substantial and emotions are strong, you may
consider using a non-biased mediator to oversee the negotiations. This person should have
no financial, political or personal interest in the outcome of the negotiation. However, both
sides should agree that he or she is the best person to do the job.



Recognise and define the problem. As mentioned, allow both sides to make opening
statements. From there, identify common areas of concern instead of focusing solely on
selfish interests.
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Identify a variety of solutions. There is no “perfect answer” to a negotiation. Rather, the goal is
that each side feels he or she has a role in the outcome and that his or her interests are
represented adequately. By coming up with multiple solutions, both sides can find “pros and
cons” in each scenario to create an outcome that is the most fair and most comprehensive.



Collaborate. Working together to resolve the problem does not mean you are giving up or
giving in. Effective negotiators can acknowledge that disagreement exists and put aside their
anger, frustration and ego to advance an agreeable outcome. For the negotiation to succeed,
you must acknowledge at the beginning that you will have to give something up in order to
gain a common benefit.

What does a successful negotiation outcome look like?
Now that you have considered the essential elements of effective negotiation, how will you know if
your negotiations have been successful? The following list highlights some of the key components of a
successful negotiation:


There are no winners and losers, just winners. Both sides can leave the negotiating table
feeling satisfied that their voices were heard and the outcome achieves most of their interests.



Both sides surrendered something. Each party should have given up something in the process
of negotiation to gain a common benefit. Doing so actually strengthens the outcome because
both sides understand that each other had to sacrifice to make it work.



A plan of action is in place. Successful negotiations often end with a plan of action, meaning
certain parties will be responsible for fulfilling certain commitments.



Commitments are kept. Be sure to honour your commitments. Not only is it the professional
thing to do, it also gives you credibility as a negotiating partner in case you find yourself
negotiating again in the future.



The relationship is still strong, if not stronger. Negotiation should not be seen as adversarial or
conflict-based. Instead, negotiation should be seen as cooperative and results-oriented. It is a
“meeting of equals” where mutually-desirable outcomes can be achieved. Preserve (and
strengthen) the relationship by separating personality from the issue being discussed and
putting your ego aside to focus on the task at hand.



Show your appreciation. It is never easy to give up certain elements of your self-interest to
advance a larger goal. As such, be sure to recognise all parties involved and express to them
your appreciation for their time, understanding and cooperation.

Useful tips


Keep in mind these useful strategies in order to develop your negotiating skills:



By being respectful, open-minded and collaborative, your federation can build a reputation for
being a cooperative partner dedicated to the growth and well-being of aquatics sports.



Taking a seat at the negotiating table shows how much you care about your sport.



While passions may run high at times, remember that your ability to negotiate calmly and
professionally can have a positive impact on the future of your federation.
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